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ABSTRACT

An information system is a chain (or, more generally, a

network) of symbol-processing components, each characterized by

costs and delays, and by the probabilities of its outputs,

given an input. in recent times, statisticians, engineers, and
even philosophers have all shown increasing tendency to accept

the economist's way of comparing information systems according

* to their average costs and benefits,--the former depending, in

part, on the delays between the events inquired about and the

actions decided upon.

Statisticians have concentrated on the economic choice of

only these two, the initial and the terminal components of the
system: "unquix-" and "decision rule". Prid they have tended

to neglect the processing delays arising in these a3 well as in

the intermediate components of a system. Engineers, on the

other hand, have concentrated on the intermediate components

that form the "communication sub-chain": "memorizing", 'lncoding",

" t ransmitting", "decoding". And they have been concerned with

the processing delays that depend on the average nimber of code

symbols needed (and thus on the "entropy" to be removed by

communication).

For simplicity, we have assumed that utility (the quantity

whose ex-pected value is maximized by the user) is the differ-

ence between costs and benefits. The current literature on

communication assumes implicitly that other choice criteria
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(such as the length of a code word) are also additive, and that

channels with equal capacity are equally costly. These assump-

tions may need to be qualified, by studying channel costs and

the economic effects of communication delays.

The economically minded user must consider the several

system component8 jointly; and it turns out that, in certain im-

portant cases, the average difference between the benefit and

cost to a user is maximized by large-scale demind. Moreover,

the aggregate demand of all ucers will depend on the joint

supply conditions for the various system components. It will

thus depend, for example, on the cost economies due to the
11 pacitaging" of several components, to standardization and large-

scale production. This opens up the question .-h.ether social

interest is best served by a competitive market in information

processing equirment and services, tman as well as inanimate.
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0. Introducticn

0.1 The economist's general information problem. Out

of several pushbuttons, each of a different color, you select

one. A slight push, and massive amounts of energy are re-

leased, and are transformed in the manner you have prescribed.

The button colors which you have perceived and from which you

have selected, exemplify signs, symbols. Your "manipulation

of symbols", equally vaguely called "handling of information"

has involved little energy but has discharged and directed

a large amount. You have done brain work." No economist

will deny that a large part of our national product is contri-

buted by symbol manipulation -- telephoning orders, discussing

in conferences, shuffling papers, or just performing some of

the humble tasks required of the inspector, or even an ordi-

nary worker, on the assembly line.*)

See Marschak [1958A], a paper addressed to a wider audience
and, in essence, revised here in a somewhat more nre-
cise fashion. For some eavlier results see Marschak [19541.
Much Is owed to discussions with J. MacQueen. END OF FOOTNOTE.

The economist asks, first: what determines the demand

and supply of the goods and services used to manipulate

symbols. This may help him, second, to understand how social

welfare is affected by the manner in which resources are allo-

cated to those goods and services.
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A pre-requisite is, to define concepts and study their

interrelations in a way that would prove useful for the

answering of these questions. The economist begins by assu-

ming that those who demand and use, and those who produce

and supply, the goods and services Considered, make choices

that are "economical" (= "rational') in some usefully defined

way, and are made under well-defined constraints. The con-

straints may include limitations on the choosers' memories

and other abilities. The economic theorist leave the door

open to psychologists, sociologists, historians, and to his own

'institutijralist"' colleajues in the hope they will help to
determine the values of underlying .arameters,--provided

(another hope!) they do not establish that the assumption of
"economical" choice fails to yield usefully close approxima-

tions to begin with. I takethis back: even then, he will

offer his results as recommendations to users and producers

of "information-handling", or "informational", goods and

sezivices.

0.2 The user's-problem, viewed by non-economists.

Besides its interest to economists, the manipulation of sym-

bols, or information processing, has been the domain of philo-
." f

sophers Pnd linguists;/computer scientists,control theorists
ofand communication engineers; and/statisticians. The latter,

following the path of J. Neymann and A. wald, have become
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more and mor. concerned with the economical manner of ob-

taining "infcrmation", and have discovered much that is useful

to the economist. Engineers have proposed a measure of"in-
transmitted"

formation/based on probability relations between classes of

arbitrary signs. This arose out of practical, "economic"

needs of the communication industry. My task will be, in

part, to see how those results fit into the general economics

of symbol-manipulating goods and services,--including, for

example, the services of statisticians, and of men who design

or handle computers and conitrol mechanisms. (The task of

the last-named men is indeed to apply economics to to-day's

most varied and complete combinations of informational goods

and services!).--Finally, attempts have been made on the part

of philosophers and linguists*) to modify the engineers'

*)See e.g., Carnap and Bar-Hillel [1952]; somewhat differently,

Miller and Chomsky [1963). END OF FOOTNOTE

measure into 'semantic information" or "content" measure--

essentially by substituting for a class if Prbitrary signs

its partition into equivalence classes consisting of signs

with identical "content" ("meaning").

In recent years, the approach via economic rationality--

(bluntly: via the expected utility to the decision maker)--has

begun to penetrate the work of both engineers and philosophers.

An important, though still not sufficiently well known step,

I'
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"was made bypioneer C. Shannon himself [1960] when he re-

moved his earlier tacit assignment vf equal penalty for all

communication errors. He introduced, instead, a "fidelity

criterion". This is indeed utility itself--albeit confined
(as we shall see)

/to the context of communication only and therefore defined

on a very special class cf actions and events. And Ronald

A. Howard [1966] writes, in a broader context:

"...The early developers sressed that the information

measure was dependent only on the probabilistic structure

of the communication Drocess. For example, if losing all

your assets in the stock market and having whale steak

for dinner have the same probability, then the information

associated with the occurence of either event is the same.

... No theory that involves just the probabilities of out-

comes without considering their consequences could poss-

ibly be adequate in describing the importance of uncer-

tainty to the decision maker."
his analysis of a neat model

He concludes/with a challenge to his profession (and perhaps

to mine as well):
"If information value and associated decision theoretic

structures do not in the future occu'3y a large part of the

education of engineers, then the engineering professiott

will find that its traditional role of managing scientific

and economic resources for the benefit of man has been

forfeited to another profession."
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And philosopher R. Carnap whom we have mentioned as one

of the early p-roponents of a "semantic" information measure

("content measure') wrote in a more recent [1966] o•Dter:

"IW-hen I ccnsider the application of the concept of

probability in science then I usually have in mind in
of ored-%tibv1 " - c~Qd.riiy, t ,r bb~biiiity

the first place the probability/of laws or theories.

Once we see clearly which features of prediction are de-

sirable, then we may say that a given theory is prefer-

able to another one if the 'redictions yielded by the

first theory possess on the average more of the de-

sirable features than the prediction yielded by the other

theory."...

He then proceeds to show that if a practically acting man"

"bases his choice either on content measure alone

or on probability alone, he will sometimes be led to

choices that are clearly wrong." "We should choose that

action for which the expectation value of the utility of

outcome is a maximum."(pp. 252, 253-4, 257)o*)
another oaper

*)Tn the quoted paper, he also says that/[Carnap, 1962]

t (strongly influenced by Ramsey, Do Finetti, and Savage)
"gives an exposition of my view on the nature of inductive

logic which is clearer and from my present point of view more
adequate than that which I gave in my book," viz. in Carnap
(1950).



0.3 Individual demand for information services. Thus

encouraged by the spread of understanding of the economic

approach to information usa, I shall proceed with my task, a

more special one than the general economic information problem

outlined at the beginning. I shall study the rational choice-

making of an individual from among available information sys-

tems, or available components of such systems. The availability

constraint specifies, in particular, the costs and the delays
with or networks

associated with given components, or/4chains/of components, of

information systems. As is familiar to students of the market,

the available set depends on the choices made by suppliers.

In last effect, joint choices by demanders and suppliers would

determine which informatiin systems are in fact produced and
conditions

used under given external conditions. Thts./Lnclude the tech-

nological knowledge of those concerned.

I shall not be able to make more than casual remarks an

the supply The first of the two general questions

to be asked by the economist, the joint determination of demand
a

and supply, will therefore receive only/partial answer . The
socially

second question, that of/optimal allocation of resources to

informational goods and services, is pushed away still farther.

This is not to say that the allocation question cannot be

studied till the demand and supply of informational goods and

services is fully understood. Significant work of Hurwicz

[19601, Stigler [1961,1962], Hirshleifer [19671, Radner (1967,

1968] testifies to the contrary.
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1. PROCESSING

1.1 Processing P is defined as

SP = < X, Y, 1-, 7,j T > y whre,-

X = set of inputs x

Y = set of outputs X

= transfo.rmation from X to Y, including the case of sto-

chestic transformation (see Ielow)

y = transformation from X to non-negative reals, measuring

cost (in cost units)

S= transfor ation from X to non-negative reals, measuring

delay (in time units)

X, Y are, generally, random sets. As to n: in a special cace called

"deterministic" or "noiseless," T. is an ordinary function; i.e., it

associates every x in X with a unique y = ",(x) in Y. However,

we must consider the more general case, called "stochastic" or "roisyj,

in which, instead, T associates every x in X with some ("condi-

tional") probability distribution on Y. For simplicity of presentation

i we shall usually (except for some economically interesting examples)

assume X and Y finite,

X% = (j,...,jm)p Y = (l,p...,n) I

so that 1ij = Prob(y--Jlx=i). Hence p = ry? is a m Y n Markov

matrix, i.e., all 11 t 0 and V 1 for all x. Bt see BlackwLlyXy

Z 5 ."Vor an extension of the concept of stochastic transformation to
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iurinuite sets. CleasLy, the apecial, deterministices e occurs if one
element in each row of the matrix rF -x is = 1; then we can write

1 0
'1.1.1) - : =

As to y. we she-0 assume (x), the cost of proceEsing a given input

xy to be constant. We thus forego the discussion of a more generalt

stochastic case, in which yx) is a probability distribution of

costs, given x . Similarly, we as-sume that the time r(x)

required to process a given input x is con. 4 ant.

1.2 Cst-rele_,ant.inputs. In important cabeC,

exemplified by processings called "storage" and "trcnsportation," two

otherwise different inputs, x = i and x = i', say, are such that

(i) = ' ). (It costs t.c same to trans-

port, over 100 miles, a gallon of whiskey or of gasoline.) It is then

convenient to replace the original set X by a reduced set X/ ,-

consisting of equivalence classes x/ Y such that all elements of

the same class are associated with the same cost.

1.3 Available (feasible processings. For given •, X, not all

triples (Ii, Y, T) are available. For example, to implement a given

transformation I at lotuvred delays T(x) for all x may require raised

costs ,•,x). Tae set of available processings will be denoted by P.

1.4 Purposive processing. Consider a case in which the y in Y

rnow to be rewritten as a in A = (l,...,n)l can be interpreted as

the actions (decisions) of a person whc obeys cert4.in axioms of decision
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lo ndin X

logic an he iuts x/[now to be revritten as Z (l,...,n)I are

events beyond his control. Then there exists a probability distribution

n = vector [Tz] and a bo•ided real-valued "utility function!'

ý,}(azY(z),T(z)) such "ihat, given two available processings

Pe= < Z1',A', T'Y',y T>; V' = < Z",A",¶",, y",'"> .

the chooser of a processing will choose P' only if

vhere, for any processing P. its (expected) utility is

z a

It follew that, given the characteristics of the choeser (viz., i•, (,U

listed in the subscript under U for convenience) and given the avail-

able set P, processing P* will t! chosen only if

P*E P, u .,(P*) _-U?(P)., all P in 0

Note that "chooser" -as the word used, instead of "decision-.yaker":

see also Sec. 2.2 there the chooser of P vill be called meta-decider.

1.5 Timing. Utility depends on action. accorcingly, we consider

that the utility is "earned,"

I/ I refer tc the vork of F.P. Eamsey; B. De Finetti, L.J, Savage, accepted
in recent years by professional logicians R. Carnap and B.C. Jeffrey. For
a survey see 'arscbak r19683i;also, regarding Canap and regarding the re-
lation of probability to frequency see Earschak r19 7 01 . That certain ob-
served behavior is not really Inconsistent with the expected utility rule
if cost or feasibility of storing or other processing is accounted for,
was brillantly shown by S.* Winter £1966"1. Among the many merits of Baiffa'sa

delightful intraduction to the f.eld r3968] is his forceful emphasis on the
need for arn the possibility nf training people for consistency.
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end the action A is taken, at the same time.

But the cost -.4z) is incurred Tr'z) time units earlier.

1.6 Continued purposive processing. It is often recessary to rein-

.erpret the output a and input z as time-sequences, with "horizon"

":, possibly infinite:

( .6.1) a = fat,, z = rzt t I,...,T

An element za of the transformation I, is then the conditional prob-

ablY ty of a particular sequence of T actions, given a sequence of T

ever s. Applying the results of Koopmans r19 60,, the utility

w(a,z,y(z),T(z)) entering the definition (1.4.1) of the utility of

processing can be decomposed thus:
Z

T r -r(z )(1.6,.2) ,z(a,z,y•z),¶(z)) = • ,at,/z)d~
t=1

Vnere tie "discount constant" d (0 < d f 1) and the function u are

ina.ependent of time and at, zt are, respectively, the "histories up

to t":

(% = (%""'at)' 't=(l","Zt)"

1.7 Additive costs and discounted benefits. A convenient though

rather special assumption is often tacitly rde in practice. It is
utility

assumed that, given any distribution T, the / of processing,

U r,(P) increases in the "expected discounted benefit," B, and de-

creases in'expected cost," C. Before d-fining B and C precisely,
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let us state the assumption in two other, obviously equivalent, forms:

for azy given t,, (1) "of all processings with the same C, the one
utility

with highest B has higest/ "; and (2) "the efficient subset of

P consists of all those available processings for Ahich the pair (-CB)

is not dominated by any other such avilable pair."

If, or. t',e other hand,the assumption does not hold, then a processing
utility,

may exceed in / and hence should be chosen in preference to, another

processing, even though the latter has lower expected cost and higher

expected discounted benefit. It will be shown that the stated tacit

assumption implies that the utility function -, is decomposable in a

certain sense.

l More precisely, w define

(i.7.1) C C(Y) IT. ZX z)
z

(1.7.2) B k T) r 0(a')dT(Z),

'nere 1 is the "benefit functior" frok Z - A to reals, and d is

the discount constant. '2rila to / subscripts under C, B convey

the relevant characteristics of the decision ma:er.] Note that d

occurs in (1.7.2) but not in (1.7.1). This is because of the assumpt .n

on timing in Section 1.5; this difference will be removed when we study

processing chains, as in Slcticn 1.).

It follows frcm the general theorem on multi-criterion decisionb

(Appendix I) that U is monotone increeaing in B ard in -C if

ff*
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and only if there exists a function • and constants d and k such

that

(1.7'.3) w(apz.,.<z),¶r(z)) = -1,NC:) + 3 (a..z)dT(Z) ; k > 0;

then
(k is a conversion factor, fixing the choice of units). It/follows by

utility
(I.4.1) that the / of processing is monotone in -C and B (for

all ii), it and only if it is a linear combination,

(1.7.4) U=- -kC + B, k > 0 .

(Elselhere, B vas called "expected gross payoff": see )arschak

and Radner rin pressl).

1.8 Menefit-relevant events and actions. It is convenient to

define Z and A in such a manner that

I(a,z) =r(a,z'), all a E A, only if z=' ,

and c,(az) -r(a',z), a.l-1 % Z, only if a =a'

Tus if Z and A are finite, so that 3 can be represented as a

"benefit matrix"

3 = [Paz]

no two columns and no tvo rows are identical. (Returning to Section 1.2,

we note that z and z' may be equivalent with respect to costs

but not equivalent with respect to benefits.) And no generality

is lost if a=- the domitated rons are deleted.

9Process. chains. Define a sequnce

pieepj vhere
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(1.9.1) = <xkx ,~,~, k> * , "
p• < .. 'kl'jk .,At

Let Xk have ný elements, so that 1,k is of order nk' nk+I. Such

a sequence is eqolvalenh to a processing

(1.9.2) P = <,x',1,, • , • ,

where
I K+~ =2 2...... 3so that

xx 2 xK x-x x x x xx

K k

f k=lr k

With P in (1.9.2) equ!.valent to the sequence (1.9.1), the values

achieved by P and by that sequence should be, in a purposive case,

equal. This mai:es it impossible, in general, to fill the places indi-

cated by dots in (1.9.2) by single real-valued functions. Rather, the
utility

/ of P (if P is purposive) would depend on the sequences

I /:,, r I], k = i,...,. This is easily seen by applying the decomp-

osition of utility over time as in (1.6.2) to tie case (1.7.3) of addi-

tive costs and benefits,

1.10 Networ!x. More general then a chain IS a networh/, in which

each transformation =ay have several input and output variables, sacme

possibly shared with other transformations. We shall not pursue this

here. See lMrschal: end Radner Cin pres-I, Chapter 8.
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2. SYMBOLS AS OUTIUTS AND UIPMS

2.1 A purposive processing chain. Consider a chain (1.9.1) con-

sisting of IC successive processing lin:s5, with

=set A of actions a,

X = set Z of events z j

where a and z are typical arguments of the benefit function 1ta~z).

Each may be a time-sequence as in (1.6.1). Some physical processes

cause an action and event to Jointly yiell some physical consequence

(again possibly a time-sequence: e.g., a sequence of annual monetary

profits), to which a benefit number is attachee. But we shall not be
th•

concerned with these physical processes, and/chains (or retwo'ks) that

t-hey form.

The inputs and outputs of the interrediate processing links,

P2 ... ,pIl do not enter the benefit function. As in Section 1.2, two

elements xk1 , xh of the set Xk, I = 2,...,K, can be considered

equivalent if their processing costs are equal:

k -,( It~ I. (-,' (XJ=.x2)

It will be convenient to reserve the term "symbols" for these, "benefit-

neutral" but "cost- relevant," inputs and outputs. Thus the

links P2, .... will te said to process s5=bols onto symbols. Typical

examples are: trearslation (e.g., encodinG, decoeing) of messages; trans-

mission of messages over distances; and their storage over time. On

the other hand, an event or an action (even that cf a painter or cc'mposer)

I.
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will not be called a symbol; but processinG linr: p ill be said to

transform event into a symbol; and P" will be said to transform a

symbol into action.

2.2 Choosing the chain: a meta-decision. The action, or decision,

a x k+l, the output of the last link in the purpcsive chain must be

distinguished from the decision to choose one rather than another c'ain.
difference letween

The/expected benrefit an- cost is maximized by the chocser of the chain.

The chooser may hire men or machines to perform the successive rrocessingl,

including the ultimate one, viz., the choice of action, or decision. If
linh

this ultimate processing/ts called deciding, the choice of it and of

nther links of tie chain may be called neta-decidinZ.

2.3 Some information s3items. A purposive processing chain is

often called an information system, the word informAtion presumably

bearing some relation to transformations from and into symbol sets.

Information about a physical fact is not the fact itself but sone "sym-

bols" (e.g., "ords) associated with it. Historically, two kinds of

"shortened" chains have teen considered by specialists: statisticians

on the one hand, and conmunication engineers on the other. They are

(a) a two-link chain, with

X1 = Z = events P = experiment, inquiry

A = Y = data, P= straterj
observations

= A = actions,
Iscisions

(b) r four-link chain, with

= Z = messages t-) be P- = storing

sent 2
A= long stored sequences P = enccding

of mr.Ssnacs
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X'- = encoded messages P3 = trarsmission

x= received messages P = deccding

X5 = A decoded

rhee sages
.2," ':qb5•:S •i r:: ~i• c l_.:ecl t'g~th~r "'r: .•-ure -,

To suic special applications, some special assumptions are usually

made, diffeient in (a) and in sb), regarding the cets of inrputs r-nd cutputs,

the sets of available processings, the cost and delay functions y and

Tj and the benefit function 1. We shall indicate some of those assump-

tions and the implications of remcving ther.j in due ceurse.

Both (a) and (b) can be considered es special cases of sme longer

chain. It seens that such longer chains are necessary to describe, in

their full richness, the operations of a cor-puter (including problem-

solvirg, simulation, yattern recognition, etc.). The popular descrip-

tion of these operations as "information processing" would then appear

a felicitous one. This would include, for example prograxmmed navigation.
See Cherncff r1 9qS;.

In the following three Sections 3, 4, 5, ve deal with the two-links

chain (a), arA study the consequences of some simplifying assumptions

used, in effect, in the literature of "statistical decision theory."

T"hese results are, in fact, applicable also to information systems

consisting of any number of links, with actions based, not directly on

observations (outputs of the "inquiry" link), but on the outputs of sub-

sequent processings (e.g., encoding, transritting) of observatiorn. By

(1-9.3), the system's transformation matrix 'n is the product of the

successi-e transformation matrices, fh , of its links; and the latter

neel not be specified if the asstmptiorns listed in Section 3 are LAde.
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Accordingly, in the next three sections, T will be called, interchange-

ably, the inquiry matrix or, to be more general, the transformation

matrix of an i±normation system or, briefly. infon'ation matrix.
t• be

2.4 Of the assumptions listed in Section r that of additive cost is

perhaps least offensive and is, at the same time frulti-ul of important

results, for it permits to concentrate on the properties of the informa-

tion matrix '". On the other hand, the question of successiLe delays

(operation speeds and capacities at successive lin:s), -mosr2v neglected

in the two-links theory and introduced in our Section 4 in general terms

only, will beccme a serious one when the processing chain is lengthened

by inserting links that implement the :o-minication lvtieen the observer

and the decision-maker.
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3. TUIfLMIG AM'~ DECIDflG 11! STATISTICAL U1WERY

3.1 The tvo-link chain. Link P 1 in the two-link chain (a) of

Section 2.3 has been variously called "experiment," "taking observa-

tions," also "mra:ing a diagnosis." Linr P2  "strategy'• has been

also called 'decizion rule." Reflecting certain though surely not all

aspects of statistical practice, che usual analysis of the two-liniz

chain mahes tacitly some restrictions which do not appear necessary or

justifiable in the broader context of economic ccLuparison of purposive

processings. In particular, the delays T(z), (y) are neglected;

and so are the constraints on strategies, and their cost, 2(y).

On -he other hand, in most statistical Tritingrs our envir.;nmental

:mriable z is generalized, as follows. The event (or, in the case of

continued processing, a time-sequence of events) is re-placed by a prob-
called "hypothesis,"

ability distribution! so that our T becomes a distribution on the

space of probability distributio.Ls cf same variable v. However, this

complicated description of the problem is equivalent, and can be reduced,

to the original problem, with v playing the role of the event z. We

shall, therefore, not pursue this further.

3.2 Neglecting delays. 17nile, as will be shown, the speed of proc-

essing is attached great importance in the existing work of cozmunica-

tion engineers who study the several-links chain (b) describe.i in

Sec. 2,23, processing speed is completely neglected in the statistical

theory of the t-wo-linkcs chain (a). No explicit attention is paid to

whether it takes an hour or a month to collect a sample, or to apply a

given decision rule. Accordingly the question of "overlcaded capacity"
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of an observation equaiprent o- cisicn-malC equipment is not, to my

knowledge, treated explicitly in statistical literature. It is assumed

in effect that for all processing chains considered, Tl(z) is the ccne

constant, and T 2 (y) is the same constant; sc that, ite.e comparing

the values of ti-o processings, one can assure for both, •.'thout loss

of generality,

(3.2.1) T (z) = 2 (y) = .

oNo doubt this assumption is not made in actual statisticel practice.

If the ex-oected benefit can be

strongly diminished Vcen decisions are based on cbsolete data (see

Section 5), the chooser of the experiment ard the strategy vi"

give preference to accelerated ones, costs permitting. Moreover, it is
this

not economical to accelerate the e'-cerirzent if / results in piling up

unused data because decisions are taken too slowly. S-••h onside:•-tins

surely arise in industrial quality control, in marketinz

research, in the preparation of economic indices for public policy, a."

very likely also in rmch of scientific laboratory ard clinical J'tork.J-/

3.3 With delays out of tha way, the "Statistical Decision ?roblem" takes

the folloving form. Cnanring notations somneiihat, vrite:

111

11 = p(ylz) = Tiz y ; z) = z; P < v>

M21 () P2>' pa p(a t y) = rya; 61(z) =z; p = < >

The sets Z and A are regarded as fixed; this and the fac'&, ,at Y

•/ See, f-,r example, N.G. Anderson r19 69 1 .
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is the range of .and the domain of a justifies the above abbreviated

definition of tie lis p1 2. Then the processing chain (pl, p2 ),

if available, can be written as

(3, 31.2) P ('A Y, P

assume additive cost as in Sec. 1.7 but
where P is the feasible set. We/postpone till later (Sec. 5 ) the

consideration of continued processing introduced in Sec. 1.6. The

c.hooser then, maximizes, subject to the constraint (3.M.2), the expected
utility uL

/ which is the difference between expec ted benefit B (no discount-

ing for delay need be considered) and ex-ected cost Cp wbore

(3.3-3) B = B (P) = E Z 5(a,z) TiTzy.a
z y

z z

(3.3.4) C = C (P) = Z(P) -+..(p7. .

Is in Section 1.7, the subscripts under B, C, characteriz-e the chooser.

Together with the feasible set P, they form the g rens of the chooser's
chain

problem. Hence the optimal / P* is a function of r, I., ". So is

the efficient set, iAhich consists of all elements of P frr which the

pair (-C,Z) is not domnarted by any other such feasible pair.

3.4 Action as a subset of events. In general, there is no need

to assume any forr-al, logical relation beti.een Z and A. For example,

Z may be the set (cancer, no cancer), and A may be the set (surgery,

radiotherapy, no treatment). The benefit function D would then assign
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a value to each of the 2x3 = 6 pairs (az). In statistical literature,

an action that can be considered relevant to the benefit of the sta-

tistician's "employer," can be identified with the choice of one of

disjoint subsets C'alternative hypotheses") of the set of be-efit-

relevant events. Such actions cannot be more numerous than events.

True, the action of the statistician is, in otht:r cases, said to

consist in choosing from a set of overlapping subsets of events: e.g.,

in naming an interval.-/ He is then supposed to use choice criteria

relevant, I think, to his own, not his employer's, benefit. It is

difficult to see how, for example, the length of a confidence interval

in a market prediction affects the seller's profit, given the state of
the mrket.

For purposes of economics of inforration, it is more useful to say

that the statistician's task is to derive, frcm observations y9 the

likelihoods • for all events z relevant to his employer's benefit.'zy

Given the prior probabilities rz, one can then determine the joint

probabilities zT y I r, for that matter, the posterior probabilities

(TrzAz/~t~zt), -The employer or his operations research man (possibly

identical with the statistician) will combine these probabilities with

the benefits yielded to the employer by his actions, given the events,

and choose the action that maximizes expected benefit.

Accordingly. -- shall permit the employer's (user's) actions to be

more ni:ercus than events. This vill lead to interesting results in the

"economics of comparing information systems: see Section 6.5.

,C/Contrast Examples 1-3 with Example 4 in Lehmann [19591, Secticn 1.2.
See also Pratt [19611. I am indebted to W. Kruskal for discussions of
this quastion. EMD OF FOOTIVIE.
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To be sure, a problem of commiuncation arises. It is, in fact, the

problem of optimal encoding, in the sense of our Section 7, below. It

may be costly or even non-feasible to communicate in all detail the

posterior or the joint probability distributions involved, to the em-

ployer, or to his operations research man, or to a low-echelon decision-

naking man or machine. With this in mind, a condensed message may be

used: for example, the posterior probability that z lies in a parti-

cular interval. The choice of the interval will then depend. not on

the statistician's "tastes", but on the "meta-decider's" judgment as

to the contributions of alternative codes to his benefit and cost.

3.5 Neglecting the constraints and costs of deciding, 112 impor-

tant parts of statistical literature decision-naking is, in effect,

assumed costless and unconstrained. This strong assumption has led to

a fruitful discussion of "comparative informativeness" of the matrices

,V [NpZ . We shall pursue it in some detail in Sections 4 and 5.

The assumption of costless and unconstrained deciding is too strong

to have been actually accepted in practice. For example, in the case

where observations y and decisions e = cy(y) are both real-valued,

attention was paid, quite early, to a special class of decision rules,

vitz., to the class of linear c, presuwmbly because linear functions

reqjuire less computational effort. (The theor:m that, among unbiased

linear estimators the least-3quares estimator is tast, gces back to Gauss,

I understand.) The search for good "robust" statistics is also due to

a- isiderations of caputational econcmy, I suppose; as is, of course, the

rounding-off of digits in the computational process.

3.6 Value of information. With decision undelayed, costleEs and un-

constrained, and inquiry undelayed, the problem of the chooser of a two-
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link chain P is simplified. Denote by (l the set of all stochastic

transformations from Y to A (any such trnensformation is feasible,

and let [T,, be the set of feasible pairs of inquiry transformations

Ji and inquiry ccst functions y. Then the constraint (3.3.2) is relaxed

into

(3.6.1) !'3 (Cy,-r,) e X IN,),,

since 6 = 0. Further, equation (3.3.3) is uraffected, but in (3.3..4)

the term involving 6 vanishes. Therefore, (3.3.5) can be rewritten as

(3.6.2) U : u,(C.,ay) : B73(Ta) - ("

where

(3.6.3) B , : - (a,yz) -,, ;- a
Zya

(3.6.4) "T(Y) 'T7"z
z

Define the "infrnation. v'klue" of ,j:

k3.6.5) vQr a Max Be 2 B.,,,O1,*), say;

then, to maximize expected utility U with respect to .l, a, y over

their feasible set, given Tr, 3, is equivalent to

(3.6.6) nar V - min C.(yf)
Y

subject to the cost constraint

(3.6.7) ,-.• (•.)
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With the meta-deciderfs problem reduced to (3.6.6), (3.6.7) it is

useful to consider the expected cost CTy(y) as fixed and to compare

various information matrices T, T', ... according to their values

3.7 Appropriate action, a value of observatIon, V . The

optimal decision rule a* defined in (3.5.5) depends only on 1 and

7,, :

(3.7.1) =* a(r,)

now, for each 'T, given ly and 13, there will exist a deterministic
for

rtij.l decision rule;/it is wll-known that, In a one-person game,

there exists a pure optimal strategy. Tius, no generality is lost if

we define fe'l as the set of all mappings from Y to A. The aesump-

tion of costless and non-restricted decisions excludes the case when the

hired (and presumably cheap) decision-inaming man or machine uses a non-

optimal deterministic rule; and also the case when he (it) makes "'%andom

errors," unless they happen to constitute an optimal random strategy.

With fal reduced to the set of all pure strategies, .e., all

functions c from Y to A we can write a = ac(y) so that [similar

to (1.1.1))

if C akY)

and denote the action that is "appropriate" (i.e., optimal) in response

to y by

a = c*(y)y
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that is, for a given y,

(3.7.2) max E ')(az) zy ' -n (ay, z)1T zy = V
acA z z y zy y

say. V may be called "value of the observation y." It follows by

y
(3.6.3) and (3.6.5) thet the value V of an inquiry is the sum of the V4Y

for

(3.7.3) V = nax E '-(c~)z- .z
Ot zyy

(3.7.4) V = E max Z '(a, z)i•zrT
y a z ZZ

(3.7.5) V = E V .
Y

We shall write Z = (l,...,m), Y = (l,...,n); hence q is of order

m X n.

3.8 Lavelling of observations. It is clear from (3.6.3), (3.6.5)

that V(1) is invariant under interchange of columns in T. Therefore,

if q is of order m n and P a permutation matrix of order n,

we shall agree that

(3.8.1) j and J)P are equivalent.

Thus if (with m = n 2); z = 1 means "stock will rise" and z = 2

means "stock will not rise," then the datum "ry broker says stock will

rise" cart be labelled, indifferently, as y = 1 or as y = 2. There is

no loss of generality in choosing any one particular labelling.

Also, no generality is lost if we agree to eliminate any column of

7) that consists of O's only, and thus designates (with Y finite, as
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ve recall'.) an observation that never occurs,

It is seen from (3.7.2) that two observations y k- J , wnh)ose

conditional probabilities, given any event F. are pairwise equal. yield

the same appropriate action a -- ak and the sane value V = V k. It

is convenient therefore, and involves- nc loss of generallty, to redefine

every such inq-uiry by adding any two identical columns,, and thus to make

every inquiry matrix .1 to consist of non-identic-sl columns only.

3.9 2ull-information is said to be provided by any matrir Is whose

revs are identical, so that we can write

n

J -=,,y all z; 11 = 1.ZY Y y=y

Men by (3.7.4)

V = Z X max Z 3,a,z)iz
y a z

(3.-1) V = 1 • max 4 "•(a,z)rrz ,
a z

so ti-at V is independent of It. Thus all null-information inquiries

have the same value. As their canonical form we can conveniently choose

the (m X 1) matrix with all elements 1zl = 1, z = 1T...,m. at is,

the same unique observation is obtained, v4th certainty, whatever the

event. • is the column vector of order in, with all elements =

1: a "sum vector," sonetimes denoted by

.fc=7

3.10 ssenial set of inquiry matrices. e T e h e i
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1 (all MVtrkov ritrices with m rows and with all cclum•s non-zerc and L.ct

pairwise identical. Summarizing the conventions just made, the essential

set H of inquiries about a events is defined as the partition P /ei,

m T

into equivalence classes; where T, and P' in (1 1 are equivalent,[n
11 ~ J eTI' ~' 1 ifTI'= 1W forscn~ i'ermtation matrixP

P.=I;ZY, zy?- fT =I o sm en

or if ever-y zy is independent of z.
'Yzy'

3.11 Perfect information will be said to be provided by a matrix

,1 of order m ': L such that the correspondence betwien Z end Y is

one-to-one. That is, one element in each Zrow of 71 is = 1 (and hence

the other elements ir the row are = O) and 7, is noiseless, as in

(1.1.a)); and, moreover, in each column one element 1 and all other

• elerents are = 3. Thus . is a -ermutation natrix, 7 Q, say. Its

mtranspose CT is clearly a permutati.on ratrix, too, Q= P, say; and

it Is well kno-n that

where I is the identity matrix. 1hen by (2.8.1)% I and Q will be

considered equivalent: without loss of ;cnerality, perfect information

will Ie reprerented by the identity matrix I as its canonical form.

3.12 Informativenessand o9ptimslity of inquiry. In Section 4, a

strong partially ordering relation called "more informative than" will

be introduced on the essential set H of irforration matrices. This
m

relation is of general significance as it is independent of 7T and .

and is in this sense com=on to all users (reta-deciders). Some applica-

tions to delayed processings will be made in Section 5, still focussing

on values V only, by considering expected costs C as given. In
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Section 6, C will be yermlt~ed to vary, to analyze optimality conditions

in greater generality.

3.13 Useless inquiries. It will be seen in Section 4.3 that, for

any T, P, the value of -, cannot be smaller than the value commn

to all null-irformation inquiries, given in (3.9.1). An inquiry will

be called useless with respect to r. B3 if its value, as defined in

(3.6.5) is equal to the value of a null-Inquiry. Thus all null-inquiries

are useless, But (as will be shown on an example in Section 6.4); the

converse is, in general, nct true.

3.1_4 The information value V,.(r) is a convex function of T. For,
by (3.6.3),tlie benefit Bq (,a) is linear in its elements 1z of T.

b.V 3.63),te tnefi B T Pzy

Hence, for -T, 0 given, all benefit fuinctions constitute a family of

(ieakly) convex functions of T. It follovs by (3.6.5) and a wJ.3-knovn

theorem (see e.g., Karlin r19591., Appendix B.4), that the infoxmation

value

v max= imax

is a convex functicn of T; it is represented by the upper envelope of
a family of hyperplanes.-!/ e sam is true of V in (3,7.2).

3.15 The case of smooth benefit functions. Suppose the set A of

actions is non-countable, and the benefit function "(a,z) is twice

differentiable with respect to a. Then the observation value V and- y

the information value V are continuously differentiable in the ele-

ments n of n. IMoreover It can be r .7;jectured rby extending +hezy

reasoning that follows equation (6.5.10)1 that in that case all useless

inquiries are null-inquiries if A is unbounded and there are only two

T2nefCit-relewir.t , "rnts.

SjAc:nowledgr.cnts tc a suggestion off M. Pha=-Huu-Tri.
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4. CONFAPMATM 1 tIM

4.1 Definition. We say, following Blac•w-ll/that I Is rcA2/

infcrmtive than IN', and write I > It', if and only if

V5 (I) ' :v.(I,) for all I., ^

where IT, 0 are defined on fixed sets Z and A X Z, respectively.

By fixing these sets rich encugh, w can apply the definition of "more

informative than" to an arbitrarily large set oif meta-deciders concerned

with the choice among inquiry matrices, prov!ded the expected cost of

inforution is kept constant.

Clearly ">" is a transiti-.e and reflexive rele-ation, and thus induces

an ordering on the set of information matrices. It is a Iartial ordering

on this set: for it is easy to construct cases when, depending on ?T, '3,

the information matrix 11 has a larger or a smaller value than -,'.

Clearly the relation ">" induces also a partial ordering on the essen-

tial set [%/eI., defined in Section 3.10. In particular, when li e III

then obviously both I > 1' and J1' < 'Q. We shall show in Section 4.7

that the conwerse is also true• so that the partial ordering on the

essen ial set of information matrices by the relation ">" is a strong one.

1/ Several papers by Blackiell and also scme earlier wcrk by Bohnenblust,
Shapley and Sherme- are summarized, as far as "inforzativeness" ii con-
cerned,in Chatter _ 'f Black%;ell and Girshick [19541. See also Marscha!e
and Myasawa 196Sj.
2/ The "moe"" (rather tnan "not less") and the sign ">" (rather than "")
should not confuse. Blacks11's notation has the advantage of reserving
the sign "=!' (usually equaivalent to ": and -") for the case of identity.
The same would te achieved by symbols "Z' and ".' used in the economics
of preference.
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4.2 Garbling. Consider an information matrix N = 1I andzy

suppose that, Vhenever the observation y ,-..,n) is .ade, the

decision-maker does not learn it; instead, a random device is used such

that, given the observation y, he vill receive, with probability gyy

a signal. y = l,...,n'. Clearly gyy 0, F g , = 1. The randoa

dev% Ice is thus characterized by a Markov matix G = Lg y, ', of order

n " n't. It follous that, given the event z = 1,...,m, the decision-

ra:er receives signal y' Vith probability

(•.?ZY g zyg• q •zy,
y

say, where ' , ,z = 1. In effect, he has used an informa-

tion matrix ,= r.. , of order v V n' such that
zy"

(4.2.2) 1' = 'G .

It seems +o agree with coaon usage, to say that "' is obtained frcm

q by garbbling. And it is intuitively clear that a garcled information

matrix canr-ot excead in value the original one: for the decision-maker

receiving a "gar'cled" sigral vill, at best, chocse an action appropriate

to that signal, not to thJe nr-4inal obser-ation. Formally, ve *nave

Theorem: If 7, ,j', G arn 1.1rkc¢ matrices with I' = TIG, then

rroof. By '3.7.2), 13.7.5), (4.2.1)

, ' a ,,z'f, = (a % ¶).

y z y y' z y Z y yy'
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YZ gy E E *'.(a Y,, z)'rY, 7 z ..- zy
Y, y, z

E z j 2(a 1.,Z)ir f
yz z zy

_- x Z z (a,z)',~z T vl,
y a z

by (-.7.4).

4.3 ýxdnmal and minimal information mat:rices. Tl.eorem:

I >1m
(-., •.3.)

where I has m rows and I and I (identity matrix and sum vector
m -m

of order m) correspord to rerfect and to r-all-irforr=aticn (Sections

3.-11, 3.9). Prccf: Verify that

r i~, 1 = T.

tcr any 11 of order m n; then, ncting tlha~L 'I and 1 arc 1"--cov

matrices, apply the Theorem of Sec. 4.2 on "garllirn."

ThUS/perfect information ,":i .. .. :-,-i:.:..-"'." :

:ors.ltute, resrective7y, ý-L.

maxinal arn mnri-al elements cf the lattice in -,nich the essential set

of Information matrices is vartially ordered by the relaticn "mcre

informative than."

4.4 Ccmparative coarseness. Suppose the garbling matrix G in
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(4.2.2) is noiselessli.e., analogous to (1.1.1),

(441 ,= 1 ifY

io y

for all y,y' . That is, G is reduced to a many-to-one mapping, g

from Y = (1,...,n) to Y' = (l,...,n'); and clearly n' - n . Then

it sepms to agree with common usage to say that Y' is coarser than Y

(or, equivalently, Y is finer than Y' ). For exawple, two elemeDts

y, and Y2  may be real numbers (or vectors), identical except for the

last digit (or the last cczmone~t), and this digit (or cenocnert) is

cmitted in the element yi = g(yl) = g(y 2 ) of Y' . "Same details are

suppressed"; or more generally (to include the Limiting case G = I ,

n' = n),"no details are added." Applying (4.4.i) to (4.2.1I),

Shere S y 1g(y) = y :"zy1 =Y yC~,,z hr y

an intuitively obvious result. It follovs from the Theorem of Section

4.2 that

(4.4.2) if 7 is coarser t.an `' then '4 >'It

This confirms the intuitive assertion that adding detail (at no cost.)

cannot do damage, since the detail can te ignored.

S.Ilackwell's Theorem. We give this rzme to the proposition that

I > 1' if and only if T., = IG for scme .arkov natrix G

Ile sufficiency part was proved in Section 4.2. For proof of neceseitys

see Blac0.ellU '19541 or M.-rschak and Miyasava r*1960
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4.6 The case of noiseless information.

Theorem: If 1! and "1' are noise3.&-L then 7 > I" if and on

if I1' is coarser than 11.

Proof: Sufficiency fullous from (4.4.2). Necessity follows from

Blackwell's theorem, noting that if 11' = flG and 7Q, T' are neiseless

then by (4.2.1) every entry in G is either 1 or 0, i.e., G is noise-

less. (For a possibly more instructive, direct proof see Marschak and

Radner Ein pressn-)

h.7 Strong ordering by infcrmativeness. It car. be shown that

for any two non-null information matrices 7) 11',

-. ) -- V ") for all T, Tr

(4.7.1)
if and only if 7. and Ti' are identical up to a permutation

of colxmns.

The sufficiency part of this proposition is obvious (spoh also Section 3.&).

The necessity par-c car be restated using the ordering relation ">" and

the equivalence relution e of Section 3.10, thus:

(4•.7.2) If T,>"s' and '1 >71, then 'e,'1.

It vould follow +I.at (as stated at the end of Section 4.1) the partial

ordering of the essential set of lnformation matrices by the relation

"n1ore informative than" is a strong one.

Outline of proof. The hypothesis of (4.7.2) implies by Blackwells

theorem (Section 4.5, that there exist two YAarkov matrices G, G' such
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that

(4.7.3) ýl'= fG, I JIG' y

and hence

(4.7.4) ) JGI.

We can use two 1-armas (proofs omitted). First, to show that OG' = I

uless j1 is null, we use

Lemmx 1: If A and B are two Iarkov matrices and A = AB then

B is an identity matrix or A consists of identical rows.

The proof of the theorem it' ccopleted by using

Iemima 2: If the product of two ?%rkov matrices is the identity

matrix, then they are permutation matrices.

Note: Mhe theorem of this Section is obvious for the case of noiseless

irformaticn matrices, in view of Section 4.6: for if g maps Y onto

Y', and g' maps Y' onto Y, then g and g' mast be one-to-one

nappirgs. -- For the general case, I would have liked but have not

succeeded to provide a direct proof, not involving Blackwell's theorem

and in a serse more instractive: to show that the equality in (4.7.1)

camnot be melntaired uvlpr some we1l..chosen variations of TT, , excep'.

when 1, el'.
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5. INFORMATIVENESS OF SYSTLMS OVER TIME

5.1 Environment, action, and )bservation as time-

sequences. One or both of the arguments a, z of the benefit

function p can be interpreted as time-sequences, as in

(1.6.1), assuming additive costs as in Section 1.7. with z

a time-sequence, it will be convenient (changing our termin-

ology somewhat) to call z the environment and to reserve

the term "successive events" to the components of the sequence

z = (zt], t = t,...,tT; to give unit-length to each of theL T

intervals (ti,ti~l), i = 1,...,; and sometimes to make t1 1l,

so that t = 1,...,T. Each component at of a will be

called successive action. If the benefit can be represented

as a sum of discounted "successive benefits"T t*
(5.1.1) P(a,z) _, dt 1*(az)

t=1

say (as would be implied by the assumption (1.6.2) combined

with (1.7.3)), then it is imoortant to agree that at and

zt need not"physically" occur simultaneously: e.g., at may

be "sell stock short to-day" and zt may be "stock price a

montn from to-day."

A successive action at is taken, using the d.cision

-rule at in response to yt (note the bar!) where yt

is, the remembered past history of successive

observations,
(5.1.2) Yt = (Yt-4 2 ... "Yt-l'yt) ;
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the time-length 4 measures the length of memory. Again,

the subscrint _I in yt means only that the action taken
at time t is based on -t ; it does not necessarily mean

that Yt the last component of y-, was'physica11y" ob-

served at time t .

In this interpretation, r becomes a distribution on

the set Z of sequences z . The information matrix Ii

transforms (stochastically, in general) the environment z

into a sequence of remembered histories,

(5.1.3) y= (-t9'.'T e Y

that is, Izy is the probabiliuy of the sequence y of re-

muembered histories, given a particular environment (i.e., a

particular sequence of successivQ events), z = (zl,...,zT).

A strategy a is a sequence of functions al "...aT, where

at = at(Y), thus a is a function from Y to the set A of

action-sequences. (As stated in Section 3.7, the at , and

thus a , need not be stochastic). With these generalizing

interpretations, the results of Section 4 apply.

5.2 Effect of memory length on informat5-veness. Let

p' < ± ; let inquiry 1' yield rememb'.red history

(5.2.1) yit (ytP,,...yt)

whenever inquiry • yields remembered history

(5.2.2) yt = (Yt-•v " "Yt-1, " " Yt);

Im •m • • •• m m m m •• m • w •
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clearly 1' is coarser than 1 . Hence by (4.4.2) T is

more informative than 1' .

5.3 Delayed vs. prompt perfect information. Prompt

perfect and delayed perfect information are defined, respec-

tively by

Yt = zt P t =1I,...,T

yl = Zt_O, t = 0 + 1,...,T 7

0 is the delay, an integer with 0 < 6 < T . Now, the:e is

a one-to-one correspondence between the set Z of environ-
the

ments z (sequences of successive events) on/one hand, and,

on the other the set, Z (say) of sequences z =(zI • 3,

of past histories, zt = (zl'...'zt), of successive events:

for Zt+l=(Zt,zt+i)• Replace Z by Z and redefine P

and r accordingly. Then prompt -perfect inquiry, q , say,

is represented by the identity matrix I; but delayed perfect

inquiry is not. Hence 1I > 11' , by (4.3.1). A delay cannot

improve perfect information. But if prompt information is not

perfect, its value can be exceeded by that of delayed (perfect

or inperfect) information. Thus, detailed survey data, even

when 2 years old, may be more valuable (because less "coarse":

see Section 4.4) than those of a less detailed survey made

at the time the action is taken.
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5.. Perfect information with long ,,s. short delay

when the environment is Markovian. Given the distribu-

tion r on tha set of environments (sequences of successivP

events) we can derive the conditional probability of the event

zt given the pieceding past history, *)

Pt =- ,(zt )
and also the conditional probability of zt given z_ 1 ,

Pt W P(ztlzt-1 ).

The environment z is said to be Markovian if

(5.4.1) Pt = Pt .

Theorem. If z is Markovian then a perfect inquiry

with shorter delay i3 more informative than a perfect

inquiry with longer delay.

Outline of Proof. '7e omit the proof of the following

Lemma: If z is Markovian and t1 < t 2 < t 3

then p(z t ,zt2 ' -) I = •(Z,% 3" z3 z2 1.3 r2)

Now let two perfect inquiries, TI and J.,, be characterized,

respectively, by

(5.4.2) yt = zt-8' Yt= zt-e,

where e < 9. . If z is Markovian then by the Lemma,

(5.4.3) p(zt!Yt,yP) = n(ztIYt),

or temporarily omitting the subscript t for brevity,
•)We ae the same functional symbol P for various conditional

and joint 3robabilities. ',(. .), p(T..); no ambiguity arises
if one oays attention to the arguments within the oarentheses.
END OF FOOTNOTE.
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*(zjy.y') p(zly), that z
(zYY1')/P(j'Zy1) =p(z,y)/D(y); hence

o(zy,y')/p(z,y) = p(y,yl)/p(y),
P(z,y,y')/p'ylz).p z) = I

p(z,y,y,)/p(z) = p(yjz).?(yljy),

p(y,y' I z) - p(' z) .p(y' fy) ;

summing over y and restoring the subscribt t

p(y•Izt) E n (ytItzt).3(yl!yt).
yt

Thua inquiry T8, can be obtained from, 1. by garbling, as

in (4.2.1). Hence. by the Theorem of Section 4.2, lie is more

informative than 10,

As in the case 0 = 0 discussed in Section 5.3 for

all (not necessarily Markovian) environments, the condition

0, < 0 does not imply greater informativeness of JG com-

pared with 71, , if lIa.,1,I, are not perfect inquiries in

the sense of (5.4.1); for then, even if z is Markovian,

(5.4.3) would not follow. So that, again, a shorter delay

can be profitably traded off against greater precision.

Furthermore, shorter de'-iy is not necessarily advan-

tageous if the environment is not Markovian but is, for

example, periodic. Restaurant menus do not vary much as be-

tween Sundays, and also, in Catholic countries, as between

Fridays. And both differ from each other and from the menu.

of other days of the week. In a Catholic country, before
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deciding on a Thursday where to eat next Sunday, it i. best

to know next Sunday's menu (8 = 0 , as in Section 5.3); but

the next best is to learn the menu, not of next Friday

(e= 2 days) but of the previous Sunday (9 = 7 days)!

.I5 Obsolescence and impatience. The discount constant

d , ar used in Sections .. 6, 1.7, reflects a feature of the

utility function, sometimes called impatience. It is one reason

why delays diminish the value of an inquiry (and, more generally,

of information systems: see end of Section 2.3). we see n.w

another reason,,whi.h, when it is applicable, may be more power-

.ul: the obsolescence of the inputs to the decision-making.1)

5.6 Sri.uential inquiries and adaTtie proqrammirng.

The concent at of a successive actioa (decision) can b. use-

fully e::tended to include decisions about the observations to

be taken at the next pnnt of time. Thus

(5.6.1) at = (a' , t ),

where a' may be called, succescive action in the ordinaryt

sense (it enc:ers the benefit function) arid 71t+1 is "incquiry

at time t+l ." Both are chosen simultaneously, on the basis

1 )Further analysis, using some special classes of environment
distributions r and benefit functions 0 is given in Chapter
7 of Marschak and Radner [in nress].
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of remembered histgry, t . Sequential sampl.ing in statistics

is a s.ecial case, with a' inclucding among its values the
t

null-action: d' nothing that v,:u..0 directlk influence the

benefit, and Pt+ including among its values the null-

inquiry I a4+, is null, (i.e., crdinary action is *ost-

poned) and At+1 is non-null (i.e. further observations are

taken), till some point T (say) such j+i is null (obser-

vations cease) and a' is non-null ("termir.al action"). The

more qeneral case is "earn while you learn'.

Inquiring and deciding over time, including the genera!,

sequential case just discussed is sometim eclled adaptive

programming. This is sometimes described as a sequence of

step-wise revisionsof the probability distribution of the en-

vironment, starting with the prior distribution x and rz-

placing it with posterior distributions, given past histories,

p(zIyt)S t = 1,... This description can lead tu mizappli-

cations, if the researcher estimates each of these successive

distributions by some conventional parameters (means, variances,

for example). The oarameter actually needed is the opti-

mal action a* (say) itself! Also, a misleading distinction

is sometimes made between "stochastic Drogramming" in w:hich

the distribution of z is known, and "adaptive programming"

in which it is gradually learned. But actually, once the

knowledge of the 3rior distribution Y is admitted the mathe-

matical processes needed to compute the optimal sequence of
actions (including inquiries as in (5.6.1)are equivalent 1)

•e_ Bellman [19611, Marschak [1963), Miyasawa [1968).
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6. OPTIMAL INQUIRIES

6.1 Binary information matrices as an example. The
"likelihood

/ matrix' : =[zy is called binary if it is of order

2x2, so that Z = (1,2), Y = (1,2) and we can write

'111 '12 Pl

(6.1.1)

122 21 P2

To avoid triviality, we assume the prob•abilities v_ of the

two events to be both positive:

(6.1.2) 0 < r2 = 1 - rI < 1

Binary information matrices are wid72!y used in statis-

tics. In testing against a null-hypothesis, the "error

probabilities of first and second kind" are defined as

1il,122 or their complements. Binary "channel matrices" are

much used in the theory of communication. We shall look to

both fields for examples when, later in thi3 section, we. com--

pute the maximal difference between expected benefit and ex-

pected cost, using sampling costs as well ; the coot of a

channel.

6.2 Informativeness of binary_ jnquiries. (For brevity,

we speak of "inquiries" instead of 'information matrices" even

though we are, in fact, concerned with the stochastic trans-

formation 1 characterizing the whole information processing

I
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chain: see Section 2.3) . Given the matrix

(6.2.) '= [ = 2 0 < o. < 1,i = 1,2,S['•zY2 -2

there is no loss of generality in nernt.uting the columns so as

to make

(6.2.2) P1 + P 2 -> 1

S(The "error probabilities of two kinds", usually taken to be

small, would then be denoted by l- 91,l-p 2 ). Define the two

likelihood ratios

(6.2.3) X 1 Pl/(l-P2 ); X2 = P2/(1-01)"

Then under the convention (6.2.2),

(6.2.4) X 1, - X2 > I ,

and, denoting by ( , (y = i,2), respectively, the
i y y

likelihoods and likelihood ratiis characterizing the matrix

.k we have the following

Theorem. (I) If ?(I) )L(2) (y = 1,2), then q (1) >(2)

and conversely.

(2) I f (y = 1,2), then 1(1 ) ( 2 )
y l

but the converse is not true.

(1) and the first part of (2) follo'. from Blackwell's theorem

(Section 4.5 above). For the secc i part cf (2) let

1 1 1 *f -2 1 2 P

Then n(1) >P (2 but o&' (); yet X (2) x())(2)12 2 P2/ 2 0 2.

st)(1) (so that by () .()>,().
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then condition 6.22.5 is sa-.isffedI. Thus, regardless of

renalties for errors of first and second kind (i.e., regard-

less of the benefit matrix P : see Section 6.4) it may pAy

to d-crease the err-r probability of only one kind while in-

creasing that of the cther. fzee Figure 1).

It is clear that all null-information matrices (Section

3.9) satisfy

(6.2./.) pl+P2 = 1; Yi= X2=i. (main diagonal in Fig. 1)

while perfect information is characterized by

(6.2.5) pl=P2 = 1X •1i,2 infinite.point(l,!)in Fig.1)

6.3 Symmetric binary information matrices. This is

a special case of (6.2.1), with

P1= P2= ?,

say. The convention (6.2.2) becomes

and it follows from the theorem 3f the preceding section

that the infirmatin value is nin-dacr-Fs.ng in n:an intui-

tively obvious result. On Fig. 1, the symmetric: matrices

are represented by the line (not drawn) connecting (•,j) and

(1,1).
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6.4 Benefit matrix and information value: the case

of two actions. As stated in Section 1.8, no two rows and

no two columns of the matrix 0 = [ az] are identical; and

any action represented by a dominated row is eliminated.

If after such elimination there remain two rows, i.e. A=(1,2)

'there is no loss of generality in writing

(6.4.1) •= ( 22az , rz> O,z=l,2 ;
b -r I b

the rz are often called "regrets" (about not having used

the action a=z , optimal under certainty). This benefit

matrix is, in effect, used in statistics when the two actions

are: "reject the hypothesis" and "accept it;" the r are
z

then penalties for committing an error of first or second

kind.

For brevity, write

(6.4.2) q= 1 - pi , i = 1,2.

With both I and 0 of order 2x2 the value of information

is, by (3.7.?) , (3.7.5)

V(T) = V ('l)+V2 (7), where

VI() max (t311 rir+ 1 20 2 q2 , a2 pT-1P+ 2 2i 2 q2 )

V2 (') = max (P 2 1 ,iq 1 + 2 2 1 2 );

then, by (4.3.1), (6.2.6) ,(6.2.S), (6.4.1), the value of perfect

and of null-information are, respectively
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V max = r 011+'2022 =nib1l+r 2b 2

Vrain = max (r1311+r 2 1.2, 'l 2 1 +r 2 f 2 2 )=vmaX -min(r 1 r .r' 2 r 2 ) .

(Note: If we considered inquiry costs fixed, the com-

parison between expected utilities (not: beniefits) of inquiries

would not be affected by putting b 1 =b 2 =Vmax = 0. This is

usually done in statistics).

The "weighted regrets" r rz,z=l,2, are by (6.1.2), (6.4.1)

always positive, and we can label the events z so that,

without loss generality

*2 r 2  'i1r1 > 0

Then

Vrmin = Vmax _ r1

V(1) = Vmax - min (Y1 rl,rlr 1q,+72 r 2 q 2 )

by (6.2.2) .(6.4.2).

Hence, remembering (6.4.2),

(6.43) V =V min if •ir 1rlPl+,2r 2P2 :ý 2 r2
(6.4.3) V(I Trp+Trp

Vmax-L(•) otherwise;

where L(T), the loss due to imperfection of information, is

(6.4.4) L(q) r 1ir1(l-PI) +2r2(l-P2).
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Thus all inquiries such that

Ir1 Pl÷ 2 r 2 P2 < 72-r2

have the same value as null-information. They constitute a

"useless" indifference set. In the (plP 2 ) -plane, all other

indifference sets are straight lines parallel to the line

(6.4.5) 7 1 rrlp+7r2 r 2 P2  '2r2 '

which bounds the triangle representing the uselers set. S!e

Figure 2. The information value as a function of (pl,o ) Dver
the region (6.2.2) is. then, renresented by a horizontKl plane
and an upward sl:Ding nlane, intersecting along the line (6.4.5).

If I is symmetrical, p.=p2 =_> ½, the above results

become:

vmin ifp-<• 2 r 2 /( 7r r+r 2 r 2 )

(6.4.5) V(V) =

Vmax--(Irl+r2r2) (l-p) otherwise.

Thus, the information value of symmetric binary information

(in the caie of two actions), if plotted against the pro-

bability p(2 j),consists of a "useless" horizontal segment

till P reaches a certain bound; and is a positively sloped

straight line for larger R • See Figure 3a.
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6.5 The case of more than two actions. If the number of actions

exceeds two, the value of a binary Inquirzy need not be (piece-wIse) linear

in the probabilities p1 , p2 ; and the indifference curres, including the

one bounding the "useLess" region need not be linear•'. In fact, the

indifference curves can become strictly concave (caite unlike those of

consumer theory). This can be shown by inserting appropriate numerical

*/ The non-linearity of indifference curves in the considered case of

more than 2 actions contradicts a statement of L.J. Savage r1962] who

obtained parallel straight lines of equal information values in the plane
(plP 2 ), presumably for any uiumber of actions. Consider the following two

objects: 1) an inquiry = (pl,1P 2 ) (i.e., a binary inquiry *ith 71l1 ply
:22= p2), and 2) a gcable, which we shall denote by g = )y

and which gives you access to inquiries 7' = (p, ) and :' (pl p)

vith odds c:(l-c-). Savage considers, in effect, n and • as identi-

cal objects, provided

()p1 =CMP, + (l..cy)p~, Dr2 a'0 2

It is trne that, if 10 and -" have equal values, then g has the

same value. For a decider in possession of g will. respond to observa-
I'

tion y by the actions a' and a with respective probabilities a, Y '.. Y
and 1-a; where a' and a* denote the actions appropriate to y when

y y
the inquiry is -' or -", respectively. Hence, for the possessor of

g, observation y has value [in the sense of (3.7.2)]

V (g) = aV (n') + (-.y ), y = 1,2
y y y

Therefore V(g) = VI(g) + V2 (g) = ,rV()] + (l._)[Vl(ý,,)+V2(TI,,)]

.= aV(q' ) + al-Q')V(MT"); so that, if V(11') = V(Tj") V, say,

then indeed V(g) = V.

If, in addition, condition (*) would imply that y and i are -

tical objects, then itwould indeed imply

V(n) We)= v V9) V(',")
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so that the points representing 11, fl', 1" would lie on the same indif-

ference line. T his line would be straight since by (k), (pl, P2 )
lies on a straight line between (pI,'p2) and (p, p2). And all such

lines are parallel since you would, by the same reasoning, be indifferent

between gambles such as (1',1t*;a) and (il ,n*;ct).

However, I don't think: that condition (*) makes the objects I and

g identical, or their values equal. The possessor of I will respond

to observation y by some appropriate action a (say) which has, in

general, no relation to the actions a' and a which are appropriate
y y

when the inquiry is ii' or T,", respectively, There is therefore no

necessary equality between V(11) and V(g), and hence none betveen

V and V(1V) and V(Tr).

EMD OF FOOTNOME

values into the 3 x 2 benefit matrix (3 treatments, each with cancer

present or absent), mentioned in Section .i. To permit the use of

calculus consider, instead, a case in which actions constitute a closed

non-countable set, 0 f a 5 1, and the benefit function A(az), ncw

written 8z(a) for conveni-ace, is twice differentiable with respect to

na. As efore, Z = (a' 2). Let 81 (a) increase, and 02 (a) decrease,

Sa. A he n a > a' implies Bl(a) > in ra s,) a nd 02 (a) < deca') ,

hence no action is dominated.

The following example will impose same further constraints. A

farmer wishes to maximize the amount harvested. He must decide on how

to allocate his total acreage (=l) between two crops, the "wet" crop

being favored by vet weather (denoted by z = i), and the "dry" crop

by dry weather (z = 2). The action a Is the acreage allotted to the

imt crop. Let the harvest fr.om c acres of a given crop when the weather

is or is not favorable to it, be. respectively, f(c) and g(c). The
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combined harvest of the wet ard the dry crop is then

n1 (a) = f(a) + g(l-a) in wet weather

02 (a) - f(l-a) + g(a) in dry weather.

It is natural to assme that B1  increasee, and 82 decreases, in 9,

so that no action is dominated, and

- f' (a) - g'(l-a) > 0; '(a) = -f'(1-a) + g'(a) <0 .

Finally, if both crops obey the "law of decreasing marginal returns,"

f"l(c) < Oj, g"(c) < 0O, the%

l(a) - f"(a) + g"(1-a) < o; r2(a) + f"(l-a) + g"(a) < 0;

vrite

(6.5.1) yz(a) =_ r,%(a), z 1,2 ;

then, since Tz > O0

yI.(a) > 0; Y;.(a) < 0

(6.•5-.2) y(a) < o , - = 1,2

This is, in fact, the only additional constraint ve neea, to show that

the information value V(Q) is strictly convex (and therefore strictly

quasi-convex); that is, as plP 2 vary, the second differential dA > 0

(and therefore the indifference lines are concave .- A sufficient condition

*/A twice-differentiable and increasing function F(x) of a vector x
Pi called strictly concave over its sub-domain X if, in that sub-domain,
dF < 0;n clearly such a func.tion is also strictly quasi- .ncaJve cwver X#
i.e., dFF < 0 holds, in particular, for all x in X such Etat dF = 0.

The contour lines of equal values of a quasi-concave F are convex: see,

e.g., Arrow a Enthoven F19611. Now, replacing "'<" by '5">. U-' defini-
tio.s of F strictlyconvex and strictly quas'-convex (with contour lines
concave) are obtained.
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for this is:

(6.5.3) 'w, > 0-' 22 >o,)sL~av"21 >o0

there (6.5.3') ij = j/ a i ,I "

To evaluate the wiy, note that the expected benefit if action a vhen

the observation is y is

L2
z=1~

the value of the observation z is

v =V, B (a) =B(a) = yl(ay)1, + Y2(a )k2 y = 1,212
y y y y ly ~ Y2

dB (a)
(6.5.4) yv-(az•)I1 + y2(a)1,, 0,

SI-ay
y

since by (6.5.2) and vith all Imy positive,

d2B (a)
(6.5.5) v =.-"(a" )) 1 $3 + " ),'

yyIn terns of PlJP,' p2•nd euphasizing "that V y deler~s on ayP

(6.3.6) V1 = Tj(a.) = y•(a.)pl + y2(a)('- 2 ); v2 = v2 (la2 ) = y1(a2)(1- 1)

+ Y2 (a 2 )P2 ;

(6.-5-7) V1 = V(a.) = y'(a)p 1 + y2(a 1 )(1-p 2 ) = 0;

"v'(a =y"(} 2)('-pl) + y (0)P2

V2 2 2 1
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Write 7sj/P i;then differentiating (6.5.6) vith respect to

using (6.5.7)

a Vi/.pi V•(ai)a 1 l + Yi(ai) = 0 + Yi(ai)

6 v p= ' a F.3  - y1(a1,) = 0 -- yi(e.) 44 +j~

and since V = V1 + V2

MVl p= Y-.(a_) - y'a 2
4 " v/p 2 -- -Y2(a1 ) + Y2 (82 ) ;

then by (6.,5.3') anr

Writing yl(a 3) = 71Y '

"71 111 - "I2 12 =la- -la

(6.-.8)
w~-Y2s + Y2aa 2 ~-Y~e32 +yW 2 2

(it vill be confirmed presently that v12 = V21). To ev,&.te the a3 i,

differentiate vith respect t,- pi the .quations (6.ý.T., vhich are

identities in the a

.. '

aV f 73 l 0 V " •"
0w V1- 2 ' 12 "P2 = 2 2 a22 - 22'

solve for the ai, vriting for brevity

(6-.-9) 1/k" <0 O = 1,2 Lw (6.5, -1;

then a = - ky; ,Lj k3yij, ;
-iIa 3 3 Y 3
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and by (6.5.8), (6.-5.9),

2 2 2 2 >

Vi = -Y3 Ky1 21x e2i-- 21'1-22' '2

V1 2  _ "Y21k+ y1 2 12 ' 2 2

2 2 , 0

thus establishing condition (6.5,3), -:fficient for V1 + Vi to be

strictly convex in p1i, 2 .

V mst -ot be lqss than the value ef null-infornation which is

%Pi = x [ly..(a) + Y2 (a)] = Y1 (&*) + Y2(a*)

a

bhere

(6.5.10) 4(a*) * 2y•(a*) ,

y"(a*) + "¢(a*) <0 by (6.5.2)

11 a-n inquiry ic Lx-clcss) cl- C: "C"•<.- •57) '..:•,
Lf ilq~fy ~ .E...C~j~T'2~ 0~ (".5-7), (6.5.1:,,).

P1 + F2 = 1. Thus the et of uscless inquirics coi"-cldcc vith thct o;

mUll-inquirics, rcprc..-:,td by the main diaGcnml of the unit-square.
(See conjecture -. S.!-_ticla 3.15.)

For a simple exanIle, let the prior wather probabilities be YT=

2= I and let the production functions g,f (for the crop not favored

or favored, req*.ctively, by veal-her) be

(6.•5-11) g(c) = (3c - c 2 )/8; fc() 3g(c); c = a or 1-a

2~ 1 2  3
Men (a= = a + * (a) .y 2(a) = -!a +

".(a 2=1) -s+ 22a
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Apply this to (6.5.6), and solve (6.5.T) for the ay,y = 1,2 (optimln

acreages of wet crop), vriting qj a 1-p,. Then

a, pl/(pl + q); a2  q1/(q1  p:)

2 2,4(p, +q2l•% + ql/"q
(6,5.1�2) V + V2  ++ %) +4

It is easily seen that

v1 + *2 - /n 5/8

if and only if p1+ P2  1 l. Thus all useless inquiries are mnl-inquirlee,

represented by the diagoral Pl P2 = . All indifference lines in the

space above the diagonal are strictly concave since V1 + V2  in (6.5.12)

is strictly convex in plp 2 when pl+ p2 > 1.

In the symmetric case, i.e.* vith Pl=p 2  p -q- , this

example yields

a_:p, a2 =q

V = V, + V2 W + q)/4 +

so that, plotted agains. 2., the infor ation value V is represented

by1 strictly convox, rising curve (a parabola with. a minimum at p =

-e. Figure 3b.
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6.6. C.ist conditions. So far, we have explored, at

least for the case of binary information matrices, the be-

havior of the information value function V(T) which asso-

ciates each ql with the maximum expected benefit. If uti-

lity can be represented as the difference between benefit and

information cost, %n optimal matrix q maximizes the differ-

ence between V(J) and the expected information cost, subject

to a constraint on feasible pairs (qy) of inquiries and

cost functions (Section 3.6),

(1I,Y) C((TjY)).

A simple assumption is to associate each I with just one

cost function N (Z ), viz., the one giving the lowest expected

cost [as in (3.,'.6)", for a given 1 . In addition w shall

make yz (1) independent of z :

yz (1) Z Y() ,

say. Thus, if 1 is obtainad by a sampling survey of families,

the cost y(l) will depend on the size of the sample needed

to obtain T (i.e., to attain some preassigned error pro-

babilities) ; but not on the properties of the families --

disregarding, for example, the fact thzt households of certain

types may require second visits.
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Using these simplifying assumptions, and still confining

ourselves to binary information matrices, we shall give two

examples illistrating the possible behavicr of the cos- furc-

tions yOq). An important question is: under what conditions

does the expected utility, as a function of 1,

(6.6.1) U(M} = V(M -Y

behave in such a way that the optimal information matrix is

an 'interior solution". if it does not, the optimal binary

information matrix may be the perfect itformation,

(pl,p 2 ) = (1,1): a case of "large scale economics," making

the competitive market equilibrium non-optimal frcm the pcint

of view of social welfare. Thus when V(1) is quasi-convex,

i.e. the indifference curves are concave, the existence of

interior solution requi3=s that the lines of cquel cost be

also concave, with even larger curvature. This requirement

would mean, in the case of binary symametric matrices, with

p( Ž ) replacing J in (6.6.1) iL an obvious manner, that,

(6.6.2) V'(p) = I'(p) should imply V"( )< y"(p).

6.7 Cost linear in channel capacity. The capacity

C = C(PlP 2 ) of a channeltransmitting one bit per time unit

(see below, Section 7.4 ) is given*) by

(P 2Hl-qPH2 ) /(ql-P 2 ) (PP 2 -q 2 H1 /(ql-! 2 )
Cw=2 +2

where H= -(Pil2Pi+ q109log 2 qi, i = 1,2

*)See, e.g. Ash [19651, Theorem 3.3.3 ,n.56) and problem 3.7
(p.304). C is the conventional symbuo. _r channel capacity.
In Section 3.2, C was introduced to denote expected inform-
ation cost, which we shallhere assume linear and increasing
in channel capacity. Apologies to the reader of this mimeo-
graphed paper for this inconsistence in notations. In this
section, cost and expected cost are both = Y(p)
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C is quasi-convex in (plp 2 ). The contour lines of equal

capacity are strictly concave for pl+P2 > 1 ; all points

on the stiaight line pl+P2 = 1 have equal capacity C = 0;

and maximum capacity is c(l,l) = 1 . See Fig. 4"

Suppose that the indifference lines (contour lines of

equal information value) are strictly c:n .na:a, as in the

"farmer's case" of Section 6.5. Suppose further that the

'observations" y = 1,2 are messages ("wet", "driy') received

through a cha,-nel whose inputs are the "true" events (viz.

actual future weather), z = 1,2 . And suppose i;nformation
An optimal

cost increases linearly with channel capacity./ information

system (consisting in this case of the channel and nothing

else) is an "interior" optimum if the optimal pair (plP 2)

is such that

not : pl+p2 l, or p-=', or P2=1.

This requires that the contour lines of equal capacity be"more

concave" (i.e. have greater curvature) than the indifference

linQes.

In the symmetric case, pl= p2 = p 1 -q , the channel

capacity is

C = 1 + log2 p + q log2 q

If the channel cost y(p) (measured in our farmer's haL-vest

bushels or dollars) is increasing linearly in C then the
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expected utility is

U = V - r C - const. (r > 0)

U = -4(l-p) -r[p log2 p +(l-p)log2 (l-p)] -s

say. It will depend on the constants r,s, whether condi-

tion (6.6.2) is fulfilled and thus an interior solution exists.

6.8 Cost of .nferrinq sin of mean of f:.nit-. opulation

fro-v siý-n of mean of saiole. Suppose n. random variables

ui(i=l,...,n) are jointly normal, with

1
'uu9

E(ui)= 0, Lu u= if' + i

Define the events z an-1 the "observations" (usurlly called

"statistics") y by

1 n > m >
Z if .U 0 y= if Z 0

2 1 < 2 1>

l_<m~n ;

thus m is tVe size of the sample, and n is the size of

the population. Then (see Cremer [1946], p.290) the joint

distribution of Z. and X is given by

Pr(z=l, y=l)=Pr(z=2, y=2)=1/4 + (arc sin p)/2 r

Pr(z=l, y=2)=?r(z=4, .-=--l)=!/4 - (arc sin p)/2 rT

where P4n. *. Hence 1 is binary symmetric, with

=Pr(y_-llz=l)--- +(arc sin /m-n))/r = 22= ;

*)See Marschak [1964], equation (55). The example given in

that paper has n. stocks in a portfolio and a sample of m

T I
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of them it seems more difficult to think of a finite popu-
lation (finite number of possible future states of humidity)
in the case of our "farmer." W-ith population infinite the
optimal sample size is convex in 1I1= p (instead of ex-

hibiting an inflexion), so that the example would not add
much to that of the preceding Section. EMD OF FOOTNOTE

m = n sin2 7r(p-)

dm/d., = r n sin r(2p-l)
d2�m/dp 2 - 2'r2 n cos r(2p-l' 0 if p 3/4

The sample size m is thus an increasing function of p

convex for small (and hence less informative: Section 6.3)

values of p , and concave for larger ones. So is the cost

of information (sampling cost) if we assume it to increase

linearly with rn . Therefore a whole range of sufficiently

small values of • (and therefore of m) is non-optimal,

especially if information V(p) is strictly convex in p
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7. ECONOMICS OF COMMUNICATIOL;

7.1 The fidelity criterion as benefit. In the pre-

ceeding three Sections, the benefit ý(a,z) depends on the

"action" a in A and the "event" (or hypothesis*) z in

Z .. probability function r is defined on Z_ Event Z

is transformed into "observation" y by a proc.ssing 1 ;

and X is transformed into a by a subsequent processing

called strategy (these processings are possibly stochastic).

Now let us interpret, instead, z in Z as a "message

sent", occurring with probab-.lity rT . Interpret processing

Sas "communication" (to be specified later as a chain:

storing, encoding, transmitting): it transforms message z_

into y , the latter to be interpreted as some signals re-

ceived by the decision-maker. An important restriction is

this: the set A of actions a is identical with the set

Z of messages sent. The drategy a ccnsists then in anile

of "decoding" the received signals x , i.e., in prescribing

which element a of Z (or ••hich conditional distribution

of aý) should be associated with a given y

The early writings on communication theory -- most im-

portantly the pioneering work of Shanncn [19481 - imposed a

further restriction, by assuming equal penalty for all commu-

nication errors, so that "a miss is as bad as a mile." That

is, the benefit function is taken to be simply

0 =
(7.1.1) •(a,z) _I if a + z

See second paragraph of Section 3.1
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* i.e., P(a,z) - 1 minus Kronecker delta. Then the expected

benefit is, by (3.6.3) and (7.1.1)

Bs(0,a) - 2: £ D(a,z) Tz 1 aya

z y zy

Z Zr a1 a"-~ ~ - • zy Uya = e
z+a y

where Pe denotes the "probability of error". For a given

set Z (characterized by r), pe depends -n the pro-

perties of the communication processing 71 and the decoding

strategy a

However, the special restriction (7.1.1) was abandoned

later, when Shannon 11960J introduced the "fidelity criterion"

(and its negative, the "distortion"), a general real-valued

function of the message sent and the message decoded. This

function is identical with our general benefit function th3t

maps Z X A into reals; except for the restriction (mentioned

above) that replaces Z X A by Z x Z . A fidelity criter-

ion does, then, assign different penalties (negative benefits)

to different errors of communication and decoding. This idea

has not yet penetrated the bulk of literature, certainly not

the textbooks, on communicati:,n theory."
*)But see, more recently, Jellinek 119(3] and Pham-Huu-Tri

(1968). Tbe coding procedures recommended by
Shannons to maximize expected fidelity can be made more effi-
cient in several respects. EW OF FOOTNOTE

7.2 Capacity of noiseless channel. We mentioned in

Section 3.2 that statistical decision thcory neglects delays
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in processing. Communication theory does not neglect them.

Concepts like the speed of a processing(thruput per time tnit),

and the maximum of this speed, achievable with a given pro-

cessing instrument and called its capacity, arise naturally.

As a simple case, imagine a noiseless transmission channel.
are

Its inputs/sequences of symbols such as dots and dashes, or

numerical digits. Let us call them digits. They are the

outputs of the preceding processing link, the encoding, to be

discussed in the next Section, 7.3. The digits are trans-

mitted through the channel one by one and received at the

other end with no distortion. if the chmnnel is a cable con-

sisting of several wires, several symbols can be transmitted

simultaneously. T'•e can therefore diminish delays by increasing

the number 3f wires, which thus measurer the channel's capa-

city: the maximum number of digits that can be transmitted

per unit of time.

Channel capacity--already in the noiselc•ss case--is

economically significant for two reasons. First, if the inflow

of input digits per time unit excc.eds the channel capacity,

untransmitted, and therefore useless, inputs will pile up in-

definitely, with an ob•rious detriment to the exoected benefit.

Second, any further increase of capacity, in excess of the

inflow of inputs, will diminish the delay between input and

;* output of the channel.
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Why delays can diminish expected benefit, is due to

"impatience" (preference for early resu-ts of actions) as

well as to the obsolescence of data--i.e., in our case, of

the channel outputs,-.ýn which the choice of action is based.

This was discussed in Sections 1. and 5.

rV hile increased channel capacity thus increases expected

benefit, it will, in general, also require an increase in

cost.

Expected benefit is diminished by delay. But benefit is

not necessarily a linear function of delay. Hence (see

Appendix I) expected utility (difference between exnected

benefit and expected cost) is not monotone in expected delay.

Therefore, it is Pnt correct to present the economics of cwmmu-

nication--even in the simplest case of a noiseless channel--

as that of minimizing expected cost for a given expected de-

lay, or expected speed of transmission. Yet, juAt this seems
the

to be done, in this or similar contexts, in much of/literature,

where, essentially, the problem is oresented as that of deter-

mining an efficient set in the space of expectations of various

"criteria."

*)The clearest formulation of such. an efficient set is given
by Wolfowitz (1961],. in the context of optimal coding for a
noisy channel. It seems that the assumption of utility linear
in its criteria is implicit in the discussion of optimal de-
sign in many fields of engineering. See, e.g. Engli.h (1968].
MD OF FOOTNOTE
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7,3 Mnibmm expected length of code vord., as the "uncertainty at

source." If only two Dozsible messages z (=l or O, say) can be sent,

each can be encoded as a single binary digit, to be transmitted through

the channel. However, if a time sequence of T such two-valued messages

is to be comrmincated, less than T digits (and hence less than one

digit per message) will a reeded on the average if one uses "code woris"

(binary sequences) with few digits for the more prolpl-e and with more

digits for the less probable seq.ence of messages. z* £ exAmple, if one

uses this principle ard if the odds for z takling its two values are

9:1, then, even if the sequences of messages occur indepencently ("have

no pattern"!) it is possible to devise codes thich will use, on the

average, approximately only .64 or .53 digits per message vhen T = 2

or T = 3, respectively. In general, as established by "Shannon's

first theorem," the minimum expected length of the code word decreases

as T increases, and it converges towards the (never negative) quantity

(7.3.1) - E n17~og~nz a H(¶T), also written as H1(Z)
zEZ

This limit is valid not only for the cag .i of two-valued messages (as in

our -,xemple, with H(T7) = .47) but for a set Z of any size m. Since W

H(T) is largest when all the m elements of Z are equiprobable [so

that every "z = I/m, and H(TY) = m], the name "amount of uncertainty"

(about z) occasionalli given to H(ir) is indeed a aaggestive one.

Alte:matively, one seys that H(T) units of infcrmtaion are gaii 'd if

this uncertainty is removed (by learnirg the actual value of z). Indeed



H(H) has been proposed as a "imasvr' of uncert.inty, or of Anfozm.•tion,

because it is additive in the folloyring sense. Let rr., 9T" characterize

two statistically independent sets Z' and Z"; that is,the joint occur-

rence z = (W' and z") cf given meassages from the two sets occurs with

probability

•Z = y IT

then, by the definition (7.3.1) of the distribution parameter H,

(7.3.2) (.) ( + H )

Similar additivity properties are ' derived for certain related distribution

parameters (such as "unertainty removed by transmissicn," of -which more

later). since H(r) measures the average length of a sequence of binary

digits, the neaamreent unit of "uncertainty" (or its negative, "infor-

mtion") is called, briefly, a bit. following a suggestion of J•W. Tukey.

It is not clear, however, for what economic purpose one should neas-

ure uncertaintyt or infoimation. Because of the additive property

(7.3.2) of the d -trIbution pexameter H, specialists in various fields

(Mathematics, statistic6, psychology) expressed enthusiasm: the subtle,

intangible concept of information has now beccce measurablc "in a way

similar to t'it as money is used in everyday life" (RMnyi .19661).

Indeed a paper currency oi-. can be measured by the number of dollars it

represents, and thus by~he amount of some useful commodity at a given

price. But it can be also measured (a peso and a hundred peso bill

alii)r') in square inches of it3 area. If I use it fo.r papering my valls,

the latter not the former measuremunt 1s appropriate:
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Somewhat anticipating the subsequent more de aile'i discussion,,

note that a distribution parameter such as H(V)

cannot alone determine the informatlon value of a system. For H(n)

dePcnds only on the distribution r, not on the beaefIt function 0.To

be sure, the special assumption (7.1.1) of equal penalty for all co -

nication errors does remove variations of the benef..t function. This

fact maj have been the source of misunderstandings about the economic

significance of the mnaber of bits gained or. lost, r6gardlens of the

use the decision-maker can make of them. if a general fidelity cri-

terion (presumably reflecting the decision-mker' s needs) is introduced,

H(w) l-flla to determine the information value of the erstem.

"What is economically important about H(T) is its meaning as the

lower limit of the expected length of a code word, given the distribution

r. For, the shorter a code word the less is, premablys the time needed

to trensmit it, digit by digit; and therefore, for reasons Just stated

in Section 7.2, the larger the expected benefit.*-

!/ Wolfowitz ':19613 writes that the function H should

"for condenience and brevity have a n=me. However, ve shall drav

no implicit conclusions from its name., and shall use only such

properties of H as we sh&ll eiplicitly prove. In particular,

-o shall not erect any philosophical ystems on H as a founda-

tion. One reason for this is that ie shall not erect any philo-

sophical systems at all, and shall confine ourselves to the proof

of mathematical theorems,"

naiely, theorems on optimal ccdin&. The present writer, though guided by

economic rather than mathemtical interest, tends to agree.



On the other hand, note that, to bring the expected length uf code

words down close to its lo'wer .imit, H(OT), one may have to wait till

& .ery long sequence of mespages (T large) is piled up. The resulting

delay may offset 4Le acceleration due to the shortening of code vords.

In eaddition, there are storage costs.

We can now refer t- the "four-link" chain (b) of Section 2.2

Messages to be sent are stored, encoded, received, and decoded. The

benefit (fidelity criterion) depends on the messages to be sent and on

.he decoded messages; the expected benefit will depend on the probability

distribution it characterizAng the source (iLe., the messaes to be

sent) and on the Markov matrices characterizing ccnset i," processings.

Costs and delays arise at each processing link, and their distribution

(and hence expectati.on) depetds, too, on w and those -frkov matrices.

We have, ho-.Pver, just remarked that the four-link chaIn is merely

a pExt of the total irnormation system, in which benefit depernds on

events and actionv. Events are transformed, by inquiry, into odserva-

tione ("data'). Aese are the messages to be sent, the initial imnut

of the ccnuxnicatl on systet.; and its final the decoded vessages,

are t::aesfor-ed into actions by applying strategies. We ha-e thus added

two links, one at each end of ti e comunication chain, It remains true

that the probability distribution (and hence tho expectation) of

benefits, costs, and delays dep3ns on the initial distribution IT

(now attached to events, not to messages received) a&- on the successive

Yarkov matrices.

We can also regard a communication system as a special case of the j
- -- ~ -. --
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general informatior system; viz., one in which the processing of events

into data and the processing of decoded messages Into action are chal-

acterized by iden.ity transformations and by zero-costs and zero-delays.

TA_ No_ s channel: aansmssion rte a capaia* To concentrate

or, the properties of a cihannel. it ill be convenient to reinterpret our

neLaticual sybosagsin. let us now designate channel Inputs by z in

Z, and i;sa outputc by y in Y, analogous to the "events" and "obser-

vations" of Sections 3-5. Channel inputs Z., the digits of the encoded

ressage, occur with probabilities n " Channel outputs, y, the digits

received at the channerl;s end, occuz, for a given Lj, with conditional

prcbabilities p(yk) = 1, 27 elements of the arkov matrix j., called

the channel matrix. 'Ane channel is noiseless if 71 is the identity

matrix. The Joint pro.bability of z and y and the argiml !rrobabillty

of y are, respectively (see footnote to Section 5.4, on notat+cns),

P(zy) VZI=

It will be convenient to give a special symbol, 6 (an e!tment of the
YZ.

Markov matrix 6 = [:6 1) to the posterior probability of z, given y,
yz

Clearly 6 depends on Tr and 1:

=p(z'y) = P(zly)fp(Y)=

FVe y Mall "uncertainty about z, retained after digit y
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*as received through the channe V, the expression

H(Zjy) log6 ,
z YZ YZ

and to call its expectation

('r.4.1) -E p(y)H(zjy) -- H(ZiY),
y

the "uncertainty .etained," in L. Breimwa's [19601 suggestive language.

It is clear from its definition that H(ZIY) depenms only on the prob-

ability distribution Tr and 1., and we went to emphasize this by writing

occasionally

H(zIy) 5 (Tj

7he quantity (never negative)

(7.4.2) B(Z) - H(ZWY) - I(ZY) I(Yz)

has been called "ne treoved" or "amount of information transmtted."

3ecause of the symmetry iuth respect to Z, Y, which 1 i easily shovn, it

has also been called "numal information."-' Clearly., it depends on Tt

"_ H. Theil [1967), [1968), uses the difference H(Z) - H(ZIY) to measure,

for example, t1w discrepancy between the predicted and the actual composi-

tion of r- balance /i the national income, or scme other total. Of

course, this measure can be used outside of economics au well; and it is

related to information mainly beewase the same formula has been used in

the theory of ccinuncation as developed by C. Shannon and others. This-

explairba the difference in content between 7heil's studies and those pre-

sented here, in spite of the similarity of titles.

SED OF PCOTWI
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and TI only, and it will be convenient to write

(T.4.3)- J(Wpq) - KVP,1P

say. Shannon's "generalized first theorem" states that K(fr,1) is the

lover limit of the expected number of binary digits, needed to identify

(by ai~propriately decoding the digit sequence received) each digit put

through the channel. Ohus K(ti) is measured by a number of bits, divided

bry the number of digits put throceb the chanael.

In Section 7.2j the speed of a channel, v digits per time unit (say)

vas introduced. If w multiply it by K(nt,*T) bits per digit, ve obtain

(7.-.5) v(digits/tine) x K(,T,'r)(bits/digit) = v.K(f,,1)(bit9/tIme)

a quantity called transmission rate. So3e confusion is present in text-

books thouxgh certainly not in engineering practice, by choosing the time

unit so as to make v = 1 for convenience, and not stating this very

explicitly. Yet the distinction between "uncertainty removed" and

"uncertainty renoved per time unit" is of economic importance. If

(though not only if: see Section 7.6 below) transmission causes garbling,

4n the formal sense o' our Section 4.2, the number K(r,fl) of bits per

digit decreases.-/ Th's variations of "uncartainty removed" can affect

*/ It is easily seen that, in fact. when the channel is noinseless (i.e.,

Sis an identity matrix) then J(r,1t) = 0, K(rT,.I) = H(¶i). That is,

for given ri, uncertainty retained is at its mdnnmum, and uncertainty

removed reaches its maximum, when the channel is noiseless.
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expected benefit because of possible garbling. But another factor

affecting expected benefit is the delay in transmission. An accurate

but slow transmission may have the same value to the user as an inaccurate

but fast one.

BY (7.4-.5) the transmission rate depends on v, Try and r1. If v

and Tj are kept constant but w varies over the set of all probability

vectors of order zm, the transmission rate will vary, and its maxim=m

is called the capacity of the channel. It depends on v and I (and

thus also on m, for I Is of order m X n). However., in %heoretical

discussion v is usually put = 1, making the capacity, denoted byr C,

depend on q (and thus _a) only. In this notation we have, for any v

max K(tr,TI)v = C(n)-v bits per time unit.
IT

7.5 Capacity and cost. It can be presumed that the cost of channel

inw.•eases with v. It is also usually assumed, I think, that channel

cost increases with C(q). 7his assumption vas :.-ed in

Section 6.7, vnhere a formula for C(T) vas given for P binary and

v = 1. However, it is not too clear why two channels with two different

matrices TI, *n' should require equal costs (of construction, mainte-

nance and operation) whene'er C(q) = c(r'). For exauvle, formula (6.7.1)

yields apj.oximate3ly (see Figure 4)

C -= 3 = C '
1.1T .83! '..l 01

Mhe matrix nn the right is exemplified by a channel which transmits every

"1"no" without fault, but transforms a "yes" into a "no" half of the time:
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"You vill send me a vord (throW0i a very unreliabl!e messenger) only If
you decide to come." It is not clear why the use of such a channel
should equal in cost the use of a somevhat more reliable messenger Vho
mistakes a "yes" for a "no", or conversely, about one time out of six,
as in the matrix on the left. I suppose data on such cost questions are
at the disposal of the communicati.on industry. As far as I can see,
theoretical literature does, In effect, regard all channels with equal

capacity as equivalent with respect to cost. It answers, for exatple,
the question- "What is the I nt code for a channel with a given capa-
city?" Yet, the user's economic question should be: "What is it for
a channel with a given cost?"

. f Does informativeness alays increase vgth "iNormation trans-
mitted?" The answer is no. Let eq be any convex function of a non-
negative variable. One such function is

(7.6.1) cpO(z) = x log x., 0 :gx r.I,

since "o(x) = in 2/x > 0. the following has been proved:!/

~~ ~ - ~ ~ ~(2) _~(2) 1  8 1onf-zy ;
mation matrices then 7) > r(2) if and only if, for any convex function

CRPd

•.. See 2Black)l and Girshiek t195J( , part (Y of Theorem 12.2,2; /DeGroot

T119621.
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vhe-ej, as in Section 7.4,, p(Y(k)) and 8y(k) are, resPectively, the

marginal probability of y (k) and the posterior probability of z,

given y(k); both depend on the distribution iv and 1(k). Consider

now the particular convex function cp0 defined in (7.6.1). By the

defiaitions of Section 7.4,

F p(y) E 0O(6yz) -(T- (,),

y z

vhere r, = [1jy. It follows from the above theorem th-it

) j(r,1(2)) if ,.(l) >

condition
it a0so follom that the converse is not true since the theorem requires /

(7.6.2) to hold for all convex functions and not Just for *0" It further

follows, by (7.4.3), that the condition

Kt))

is necessary but not sufficient for 11(l) to be more informative "han

(2)0 This means that there exist distributions r ard benefit functions

(fidelity criteria) B such that an incre-ze iin K., the information

transmitted,,can be conristent with a decrease in t e exjccted benefit.

7.7 Efficient coding, given a fidelity (benefit) fumction. Let

us continwue vith the rotations of Section 7.4. A channel is characterized

by speed vj, and by a Merkov matrix q., iaich transforms ehannel inputs

z in Z (occurring with probabilities iTz) into channel outputs y

in Y. No., the channel is a processing link intermediar-j between two

others. On the one hand, at its exit, outputs must be decoded; andy as
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before, me identify, in the contex.t of c=lnication theory, the results

of decoding (decoded messages) with benefit-relevant actions a in A
identify-

(where the sets A and Z are identical), and, hence,/the decoding

transformation vith the strategy o. On the other hand, the benefit-

relevant events are not the channel inputs but the messages to be sent.

These are transformed into channel inputs by a processizg called encoding,

possibly preceded by storing, as indicated in Section 7.3. Neglect

storing for a mm-nt (ice., assmie it to be characters.zed by identity

trar-sforzation, zero costs and zero delays) and denote the messages to

be sent by s in S_, and their probability distribution by a. Denote

by v the speed of inflow of these messages. An encoding VArkov

matrix e (possibly noiseless) transforms S into 7_; and clearly a

and e completely determine the distribution w on Z, To be feasible,

an encoding matrix e is conditiored on some costs and delays, as is

the decoding matrix e. These costs and dela3s are presmably increasing

with the length of code vords, and also with the mmber of code words

(size of "dictionary"). Te pair (c,&) is called code.

Given a and the benefit (tidelity) function 8 on A x S, we

can express the expected benefit thus, analogous to (3.6.3):

B as ft, ecr) = E 8(ajry)a c 5e1qzf
s,*zjy~a

If the channel is noiseless, its matrix ý is an identity matrix, I.

Write

B(x
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where the maximization on the left side is over all pairs (€,c). The

notation on the right side is Justified if it is proved that

~eB (T~~)for all J.,e.90!

In this notation, Shannon's "second theorem" generalized for the case

of any fidelity critericu- rather than the special one of (7.1.1), can

be stated thus:

For an- positive k, and given a, 2, J,, thre exists a

code (g*,ay*) such that

a1 a

provided H(c,)-w < C(ij)-v

MIThe left side of the upper inequality becomes the "probability of error"

4 pe in the special case vhen all errors arc assigned equal penalty as

in (7.1.1). The theorem is then reduced to its original formulation.

(In addition, the speeds Y and v are often taken to be equal.)

The code suggested by Shannon [19601 to prove the generalized second

theorem is of a perticular form, in two respects:
transforring

(1) the encoding consists of two steps, first each

messee to be sent, s, Intc •iat my be called "appropriate action under

certainty," a in A, such that 8(%,s) = m S(a,s); and than
aEA

transforning each a into a channel input, another element of A;
of tbese tvo

(2) the second/stels is the sa for aLV two channel matrices

1j/' vith C(no) =0],l.

See Shannon r1960),. jellinek- r1968i Ptam [19681.
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Unless the sequences of messages are very long, the seperation

into two 3teps diminishes the expected benefit. For, as to step (1),

imagine S to consist of the following four elements.

S1: stock will ,all by $10 per share

9,: stock will fall by $1 per share

s,: stock will rise by $1 per share

r.: stock will rise by $10 per share

Let the elenents of A be

a = sell one share short; a' = buy one sha-e.

Then the bers.fit function is represented by the following ratrix (vith

rows for actions, columns for messages to be encoded):

-10 -1 1
Under,U certainty.. is appropriate 8o both a and 82 and a' i

appropriate to both s 3 and 4' .But the loss due to chanr-el noise,

when input a is sent through the channel, and output a* is received

(or conversel3y) is ten times larger if the mess.-ge to be encoded is

sI (or s4) than when it is 82 (or 83). It would be more efficient

to encode 83, s4 by long ("redundant") sequences of symbols, and

82, s3 by shorter ones.

As to ztep (2), consider the two matrices of Section 7.5. 7hey have

equal capacities but, again, it vcld be efflcient, in the case of the

rig•/t-hand matrix to encode the first, but not the second row with

redundancy; while such asyuzetry is not called for by the matrix on

the left.
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However, with or without the particular restriction presented by

Shannon's double coding, the codc (e*,) may reqiirefor k small,

long code words and wviting for long sequences of messages to be sent.

As discussed earlier (Sections 7.2, 7.-3), long code words cause delays.

Long sequences presuppose storing. Mherefore, to realize a code (e*,a*)

for a 8m=l k, it is not possible to neglect (as we have done at the

beginning of this Section) the storage of messages that must precede

their encoding. And this introduces additional delays.

7.1f Demand for cc=1nicatiou links. The cost of each processing

link (storing, encoding, trannmitting, decoding) will depend on the

characteristics of its transformtion mtrix but it may also, in general,

vary with its inputs, as in Section 1.1. 2hus the expected coet of en-

coding wil depend on probabilities a. of t:e vzrious messages to be

encoded; the expected cost of transmitting will depend on the a8 esz;

amd that of decoding, on the agsCs1zy. And similarly with expected

delys. 7his is sinplified if, as in Section 6.6, the cost and delay of

each proceting depends on the transformation characterizing it (€.)

but not rn t!:e ir.qu'.; ani if the sae is assured of delays. Mhe sum of

costs of the links is then subtracted fr'm the expected benefit; and the

latter is affected by the delays in the several links, especially because

of the diutien cf expected benefitc c-•iseiP by the obsolescence of actions

(here: decodings), as in Section 5.

However., most of the existing literature lets each link be -- La:cted,
with with

not / its costs and delays, but / characteristics such as channel

capacity, length of the code word, and size of the code dictlnonry. A
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question such as the following is asked:

given the channel capacity, the (expected) word length,

and the code size, how large an expected fidelity can

be achieved?!/

Answering such a question would not really provide the set of

comunication systems efficient from the point of view ecf a given user,

characterized by a fidelity function and a probability distribution of

messages to be sent. We remerked in Section 7.5 that two channels with

equal capacity (and speed) need not haveequal cost. As to the length

(or more generally, the expected length) of code words, it is due to

delays; and these influence expected utility to the user, not by being

added to costs bt4 through a ccmplicated effect on expected beneflit,

especially by making decisions obsolete.. as we have just remarked.

Expected utility cannot be decomposed additively into expected benefit,

channel capacity and (expected) word length; that is, utility is not

linear in these quantities. (Similar considerations would apply to the

size of code). Yet without such additivitV answra to a question like

the one just formulated would not provide the set eff.'.ent from a given

user's point of view (see Appeudix I).

In a sense, the set of non-dcuinated quadruples (expected fidelity,

cle=nel capacity, expected word length, code size) is the re3ult of a

but
*/ 'bis is the formulation given by Wolfowitz [19613,/generalized in two
respects: by introducing a general fidelity criterion instead of an
equal penalty for all errors; and by permitting the cede wrds to vary -

in length, thus presumably increasing coding efficiency. I mist acknow-
ledge a great debt to Wolfowitz's clear presentation of the econcmic
problem.
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crude "averaging" over all users. Delays, being undesirable for all

users, axe replaced by what amounts to an additive, cost, as a make-do.

This gives a rough guidance to the supplier of .he communication links

in estimating the demand for them. The d'emand of the individual user

(if he is "rational") is rather different, and hence that crude average

cannot represent the aggregate demand.

r•a
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.YARXT FOR I•"OWATION

8,_1 Demand for sytems and sub-systems. Return nov to the general

outline of purposive processing chains (and networls, for that matter)

"that ve gave in Sections 1 And 2, with especial regard to information

systems. The individual user (meta-decider) can achieve a given sequence

of transfomrmtions only at certain costs and with certain delays (or,

more generally, a certain probability distribution of costs and delays).

Subject to these constraints, he should maximize the expected benefit

simultaneously vith respect to all of the transformations. Just !ihe

an ideal plant designer decides simultaneously about the size and com-

position of the personnel as vell as of the machine park, the warehouses

and the transportation facilities! 7his , o: course, hardly ever

achieved in reality.-/ The humb' .r meta-decider makes his choices sepa-
rately for each of several sub-systems; this is what the term "sub-

optimization" is cfter intended to mean, I believe. Hopefully, he

partitions the total system in such a way that the complerentarity

between sub-systems (with regard to expPcted benefit) is small.

The failure to maximize over all system compconents simultaneously

is just one of many allovances for "lac]: of ratiorality' that rust be

made before we claim a modicum of descriptive validity to the result

of aggregating the demands of individual users into the total demand for

system component3 of varlous kinds, given the constraints.

For an attempt to deal more formally with the limitations of t.e meta-
dcider ("organizer") see Merschak ard Iadner [in pressy, Chapter 9.
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8.2 The supply side. The "demand eldo' of the narzt, the relauior"

associating the set of constraints with the set of demands, depends on

the benefit functions S and the probability distributions n char-

acterizing individual users. The "supply side" is the relation between -
the

constraints and/supplies, aid depends on the "production conditions"

("technology") cheracterizing each supplier. Ps usual, the economist

is almost completely ignorant of technology.

Tet me conclude just with three, rather casual, remar': on these

production conditions. It is superfluous to remind the economist that

f the market is supposed to equa..ize demand and supply, and the demand and

supply constraints.

8.3 Standardization. In many cases, it does not pay to produce

"onn order." Mass production may be cheaper. This may explain why our

Sunday newspaper is so bulky (it gives all things to all subscribers),

and vwy our telephones have such a high fidelity. The individual user

is "forced" to purchase information services which, for him, would be

wasteful if they were not so cheap.

8._. Packaging. In our schemej, inquiry was presented as a compcnent

separate from storing the deta, encoding as separate from transuission,

etc. The producer of automata and control mechanisms may find it cheaper

to produce them jointly, in fixed "pack&mes." This, again, imposes con-

straints on the user, similar to those of standardization.

S4andardization and packaging are, of course, not peculiar to the

production of information services and are present in other markets. I

would le grateful for references, especially to writings of a more formal

"kUnd.
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8.5 Yan vs. machine. The competition between machines and human

nerves (not muscles) is much discussed today. Some symbol-manipu-

lating services consist in rany-to-one mapping, variously called "sorting"

and "pattern-recognition." Encoding and decoding are of this nature,

but not the (gererally noisy) transmission. To be sure, we have, in
encoding and decoding

Section 7, characterized/by Mareiov matrices, thus allowing for "randomized

codes." Such codes have been used for the convenience of ma'Iematical

proofs. But, as in any one-person game, there exists an optimal non-

randomized choice. Except to allow for (non-rational) error-making

enccders and decoders, ve may as well consider these activities as many-

to-one mappings. In particular, let us consider the "double encoding"

proposed by Shannon r19601 and referred to in our Section 7.7. We can

iragire the encoder to partition a set of visible or audible stimuli,

including verbal sentences, into equivalence classes, variously called

"patterns" and "meanings." These are translated, in turn, into the

language of channel inputs and outputs, and then decoded back into

"patterns" or "meanings." As a special case, we may be little concerned

with transmission noise -- newspaper misprints or slips of the tongue.

With the channel assumed noiseless the inefficiency of double encoding

is removed. The problem of the test code remains: i.at is the best

"way to make the rece!ver (a listener or reader, for example) to "under-

stand" the sender (a lecturer or writer)? The serder must encode into

a well-chosen set of patterns, (an "effective style" of speech, or writing,

for example), such that the receiver vould be able to recognize them,

and respond to then by benefit-ma.imizing actions.
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I.

We are told by psycholinguists -- e.g., Miller r19671 -- that man's

effectiveness as a char jl (and also as a storage facility) is poor

compered with inanimate equipment sucl- as telephones (and record tapes).

Bat his coding ability seems superb in many cases. It is variously

called "insight,' "Judgment," "ability to recognize a Gestalt (pattern)"-

II
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APPENDIX I: Requirement of Commuensurable "riteria.

In the text, utility was defined on each pair "event,

action." It is sometimes useful to introduce an additional

concept--the result, r (also called consequence) of the

given pair "event, action", and to define utility as a func-

tion of the result. The result need not be numerical. For

example, the result's values can be "getting cured; dying;

continuing in ill health." v'hen the result is a numerical

vector, and utility is monotone increasing in each of is

components, we call each component a (desirable) criterion.*

In fact, a suggestion has been made to replace the commodit"
space of usual economic theory by a space of criteria that may
"explain" the consumers' preferences: e.g., a car becomes a
bundle of criteria auch as speed, mileage per gallon of fuel,
etc. See Lancaster [19661. END OF FOOTNOTE

Thus action = a ; event = z ;

result r = (rl,...,rn), with every ri numerical-

r= P i(a,z) (i-th "result function");

utility u =(r1P... rn

(r. )> rif

ri>r! for some i , ri r! for all i.

Consider a case when n = 1 : suppose, e.g., the decision-

maker maximizes the expected utility of money profit. The

unique component of the criterion vector is then a dollar

amount. It is well known that, in this case, expected utility
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is not necessarily monotone in expected money profit (inde-

pendently f some other parameters of the distribution of

mouey profit such as variance) unless utility is linear in

money.

Before we generalize ti the case of a components,

note, as an example, that the pair "minus cost, numerical

benefit" constitutes a vector consisting of two criteria. cn

Section 7.8 the following criteria, used in communication

theory, were listed: fidelity criterion; length of code wore;

size of code; capacity of channel (provided of course that

the last three numbers be replaced by their negatives).

Given the distribution r of events z , the action a will

result in some joint distribution of rl, ... ,rn , to be denott:d

by

Consequently, action a will yield expected utility
a

(A.l) Ea(U) M v(rl,...,rn) a(r,,-....rn)
1I .rn

Given the action a , and thus the joint distribution ra

the marginal probability distribution of a particular criter-

ion, for example of rI , will be denoted by

r•a(r -% 7 a r
V r2 I. rnr( )2*-*
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no ambiguity results from using the saime symbol--here r --

for two different functions, made distinnuishable by their

different arguments, in parentheses.

Then the expected value of ri , given action a , is

(A.2) E (r i Z r i a (r.i)

The vector of expected criterion values will be denotedbk

[Ea]= [Ea(ri),...,Ea(rn)].

Given two actions a and b , we say, as usual, that [Ea]

dominates [Eb] , and write [Ea doam [Eb] , if

Ea (ri) Eb(ri) , all i

Ea(ri) > Rb(ri) , some i

then
te shall/also say that action a dominates b with resnect

to criterion ex'-ectations.

Suppose that

Eaa M > Eb(u) whenever
(A.3)

[Ea]I dora [Eb]

Clearly this is equivalent to saying that expected utility

Ea (u is a monotone increasing function of the expected

criterion values Ea (r ),...,E (rn} . If this is the case
a1 a n

then, and only then, the feasible action a* (say) that maxi-

mizes each of the Ea (r) will also maximize Ea (u)
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Suppose the utility function v is not known; but condi-

tion (A.3), or, equivalently, the monotonicity of Ea(u)

with respect to the criterion expectations Ea(r1),.. $E a(rn)

is known to hold. Then, while it is not possible to determine

an optimal action one can at least eliminate all actions tha-

are dominated by some feasible action. The remaining subset

of &asible actions will be then, as usual, called the ef.icie-.

set °

Consider now the case

u = (r) r1 + r 2 + ... +rn

then by (A.l),

au ri(rl,...,rn)+...+ r Z r Ta(r 1,...';*r •.. rn I r.. rn

then by (A.2)

Ea = Z r ia(r)+...+ Z rr a(rn)
r I rn

Sa (r)+...+ Ea(rn)

an obvious result ("Expectation of sum = sum of expectations ' .

We shall now prove

Theorem. Expected utility is monotone in expectei criterion

values if and only if utility is lipear in the criteria.

Clearly, the conclusion of this theorem ("the expected utility

is monotone in expected criterion values") could be replaced

by the following equivalent propositions:
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Mi "If action a dominates action b with respect

to exoected criterion values than a is pre-

ferred to b ";

(ii) "The efficient set consists of all those feasible

actions which are not dominated, with respect to

expected criterion values, by any feasible action."

(iii) "~An action that maximizes, over the set of feasible

actions, the expected value of each criterion, is

optimal."

By substituting any of these three sentences for the conclu-

sion of the Theorem, we obtain three theorems equivalent to it.

Trhe "if" part of Theorem is obvious since a sum is a

monotone increasing func- .on of its components. It is un-

fortunate that the "ontly if" part lis also true. For it

follows th'at unless it is known that utility is additive the

computation of expected criterion values lo~ses much of its

usefulness: an action b dominated by some other action a

with respect to the expected criteriai may still be preferable

to a , and may indeed by optimal, u~nless of course some

further conditions are known to exist [e.g., distributions

C~r), rb(r),... yielded by all feasible actions are known to

belong to some special class-Gaussian, for example).
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I shall now give a proof (suggested orally by Roy Radner)

of the "only if" part of the above Theorem. Consider three

vectors

= (rl . .. ,n
r = (r,...,rn

1 nr n)

where r = 0r. + (1-a)r! (all i) and 0 < a < 1 That

is, r is a convex combination of r0  and r' (geometrically,

r is represented by a point on a straight line between r°

and r'). Let two actions, a and b , result, respectively,

in the following two joint distributions:

a W 0 a (r, 0 rar 0) = .,,.-a

(r): .b =: ,) = 1

Then foz every i ,

E (ri) = ar° 4(l-za)r!a

(i} • = arO + (l-a)rl! = Ea(ri)

Hence Eb(ri) = Ea(ri}, all i1

On the other hand,

Ea(u) = V i(r°) + (1-a) v(r')

1E(u) = u(a r0 + (1-a) r').
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Suppose expected utility of any action is monotone in the

expected criterion values (resultirvg from that action). Then,

since E(r." = Ea(ri) for all i , we must have
= a1

E. (u) = Eb(u)

a i(r0 ) + (1-a) v(r') = v(a r0 + (1-a)rf).

This is possible only if the function v on the space of

vectors r is linear, i.e., if there exist wi(i=0,l,...,n)

such that
n

v(ri,...,rn)= wo + Z wii r.

it is then often said that the criteriaare "commensurable"

(among each other and with utility itself). A most common

case is to convert them in dollars, under the (sometimes tacit)

assumption that utility is linear in dollars.
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ABSTRACT
-continued-

users will depend on the joint supply conditions for the various
system components. It will thus depend, for example, on the cost
economies due to the "packaging" of several components, to
standardization and large-sca, e production. This opens up the
question whether social interest is best served by a competitive
market in informatimn p:'ocessing equipment and services, human as
well as inanimate.
For simp'.icity, we have assumed that utility (the quantity whose
expected value is maximized by the user) is the difference be-
tween costs and benefits. The current literature on communication
assumes implicitly that other choice criteria (such -s the length
of a code word) are additive, and that channels with equal capa-
city are equally costly. These assumptions may need to be quali-
fied, by studying channel costs and the economic effects of
cor-unication delays.
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An information system is a chain (or, more generally, a network) of
symbol-processing components, each characterized by costs and delays,
and by the probabilities of its outputs, givan an input. In recent
times, statisticians, engineers, and ever. 'I~ilosophers have all shown
increasing tendency to accept the economist's way of comparing inform- ~
ation systems according to their average costs and benefits,--the formex
depending, in part, on the delays between the events inquired about and
the actions decided upon.
Statisticians have concentrated on the ez-onomic choice of only these
two, the initial and the terminal components of the system: "finquiry"
and "decision rule". And they have tended to neglect the processing de-
ldys arising in these as well as in the intermediate components of a
system. Engineers, on the other hand, have concentrated on the inter-
mediate components that form the "communication sub-chain": "melmor-
izing", "encoding", "transmitting", "decoding". And they have been
concerned with the processing delays that depend on the average number
of code symbols needed (and thus on the "entropy" to be removed by

coemmunication) minded user must consider the several system comn-

ponents jointly; and it turns out that, in certain important cases,
the average difference between the benefit and cost to a user is maxi-
mized by large-scale demand. Moreover, the aggregate demand of all
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